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Editorial
The task of meditation is not to seek enlightenment but to realise that you 
already have it … this Zen axiom has a passing resemblance to the situation with 
Rawsthorne’s Third Symphony. Many commentators have bemoaned the fact 
that the work still awaited its London premiere. This in spite of a now twenty-
four year-old announcement in The Sprat to the effect that such a performance 
had taken place at the end of 1993. But even that was not the first … see p. 47 of 
this issue. Full marks to the BBC for its two studio performances, even though 
its enthusiasm for twentieth-century British music has recently been in decline 
– in the face of which we are grateful to our German friends for performing long 
stretches of it, not only live but repeatedly (see facing and subsequent pages).

New CD: still on the topic of premieres, from Manchester we have a new 
disc containing first recordings of Rawsthorne’s 1932 String Quartet and 
his recently rediscovered Chamber Cantata, as well as of Peter Dickinson’s 
arrangement of Practical Cats for reciter and piano. Divine Art dda 25169.

Alan’s and Isabel’s books: please read p. 48 of this issue and the list that 
follows it. We are disposing of the books that were in Sudbury Cottage, Raws-
thorne’s home in Essex, and offering the chance to Creel readers to own some.

Cello time: this year we make a feature of Rawsthorne’s works for cello – 
mainly the inspiration of Nigel Bonham-Carter, who supplied most of the press 
cuttings reproduced here. Had I been two years quicker in implementing his 
plan we should have hit the fiftieth anniversary of the premiere of the Concerto. 
As it is, we are lucky to have the seventieth anniversary of the Sonata to fall back 
on – that is the reason, rather than hubris, for placing my own article first in the 
running order. Many thanks to John France for altering his original plan in order 
to give us a really thorough survey of the reception history of the Concerto, and 
to Heather Roberts, efficient and friendly archivist at the RNCM, for making 
access to the manuscript materials so pleasant and trouble-free. We are honoured 
to be allowed to reprint, by kind permission of Mrs Rhiannon Hoddinott, two 
of the three articles that Professor Alun Hoddinott wrote about Rawsthorne’s 
concertos in general and the Cello Concerto in particular. ‘Rawsthorne’s Con-
certos’ is a stand-alone item beginning on p. 15, while Professor Hoddinott’s 
extensive review of the premiere of the concerto is embedded in John France’s 
article, on pp. 38–40. Thanks too to Dr Simon Wright for providing details of 
the materials for the Concerto held in the OUP hire library.

A farewell: this will be my last issue of the The Creel, which for eight years has 
been a valued part of my life. My willing task now is to express warm thanks to 
all those who have contributed material – some of them on frequent occasions. 
For an impartial list, I refer you to the contents pages of this and the previous 
seven issues. If I single out anyone at all it must be the unassuming Michael 
Smith, who has been steadfastly willing and reliable at all levels of activity from 
design consultant to mail clerk, and an unfailing source of calm reassurance.

Martin Thacker

Rebecca’s Shadow: 
Ballett Vorpommern 2017

Rebeccas Schatten
Uraufführung

Ballett von Ralf Dörnen
frei nach Motiven von Daphne du Maurier und Alfred Hitchcock
Musik von Arnold Bax und Alan Rawsthorne

Musikalische Leitung   Florian Csizmadia
Choreographie   Ralf Dörnen
Bühne und Kostüme   Klaus Hellenstein
Licht und Video   Thomas Haack
Dramaturgie    Franziska Lüdtke
Choreographische Assistenz  Adonai Luna
Musikalische Assistenz   Peter Hammer
Inspizienz    Nadim Hussain, Kathleen Friedrich

Rebecca     Zoe Ashe-Browne
Maxim de Winter   Stefano Fossat
die zweite Mrs de Winter  Emilia Lakic
Mrs Danvers    Barbara Buck a.G.
Frank Crawley   Nathan Cornwell
Jack Favell     Christopher Seán Furlong
Mrs van Hopper   Isabella Heymann

Hotelgäste / Bedienstete /  Mami Fujii, Laura Cristea,
Ballgäste / Rebeccas Schatten /  Isabella Heymann,
Rebeccas Liebhaber   Melissa Mastroianni,
     Dominic Harrison, Leander Veizi,
     Miguel Rodriguez, Armen Khachatryan

Es spielt das Philharmonische Orchester Vorpommern.
Aufführungsdauer: ca. 2 Stunden, Pause nach dem 1. Akt

Premiere in Stralsund am 4. Februar 2017
Premiere in Greifswald am 4. März 2017
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It is hard in a small format and in greyscale to convey the drama 
of the programme book – not to mention the production itself 
– of Rebecca’s Shadow, last year’s new venture by the ballet com-
pany of the state of Vorpommern in northeastern Germany.

Ideas were taken both from Daphne du Maurier’s novel and 
from Alfred Hitchcock’s classic film starring Laurence Olivier 
as Maxim de Winter. In the ballet version, it is made clear that 
de Winter had killed Rebecca, whereas Hollywood etiquette had 
obliged Hitchcock to state that she had died in an accident.

The first Act – danced to the whole of Bax’s Third Symphony 
and the last movement of the Fourth (we have not heard whether 
any cuts were made) – deals with the meeting and honeymoon of 
de Winter and ‘the second Mrs de Winter’ (the heroine is only 
‘I’ and ‘me’ in the book, and so has no name) followed by the 
various events on their arrival at Manderley, his Cornish estate.

The second Act deals with the psychological background, 
and was danced to Rawsthorne’s Elegiac Rhapsody and Concertante  
Pastorale and the first movement of the Violin Concerto No. 1.

Rebeccas Schatten –  
Szenarium und Musik
Prolog – Rebeccas Tod

1. Akt
Hôtel Côte d’Azur in Monte Carlo 
ARNOLD BAX: Symphonie No. 3 (1929) 
1. Satz Lento moderato – Allegro moderato 
– Lento moderato – Allegro moderato

Hochzeitsreise 
ARNOLD BAX: Symphonie No. 3 (1929) 
2. Satz Lento

Manderley 
ARNOLD BAX: Symphonie No. 3 (1929) 
3. Satz Moderato – Piu mosso – Tempo I – Epilogue

Maskenball 
ARNOLD BAX: Symphonie No. 4 (1931) 
3. Satz Allegro – Allegro scherzando – Piu largamente –Vivo

2. Akt
Innenwelten
ALAN RAWSTHORNE: Elegiac Rhapsody für Streicher (1964)

ALAN RAWSTHORNE: Concertante Pastorale für Flöte, Horn
        und Orchester (1951)
Solisten: Claudia Otto (Flöte) und Georgel Gradinaru (Horn)

ALAN RAWSTHORNE: Violinkonzert No. 1 (1948)
1. Satz Adagio espressivo e rubato – Andante con moto 
        a poco teneramente
Solist: Mika Seifert
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A Platinum Anniversary: the Cello Sonata
Martin Thacker

The Sonata was first performed on 21 January 1949 by its dedicatees Anthony 
Pini and Wilfrid Parry, and that year is sometimes given as its date of origin 
– on the published score and part, for example. But it is more usually thought 
of as a 1948 work – indeed, the piece is unlikely to have been composed, copied, 
and learned in three weeks – and this is our pretext for celebrating its seventieth 
birthday and giving a cello slant to this year’s Creel.
Unlike the Concerto (see John France’s reception history, pp. 29–44) the Son-
ata has always had a place in the sun. It has been commercially recorded at least 
five times and still frequently crops up on concert programmes. The reasons 
are clear: it is concise with a clear argument and plenty of passion; it is grateful 
to play and economical to programme, especially when a grant can often be 
obtained from the Rawsthorne Trust.

A considerable body of commentary is available in various sources, but what 
follows is from a more basic perspective. Diploma and A-level questions on 
harmony and counterpoint require almost entirely pre-twentieth-century know-
ledge and skill – pre-nineteenth-century would do. What would happen if one 
were (heaven forfend) faced with an examination requirement to ‘continue the 
following fragment in the style of Rawsthorne, to make a total of sixteen bars’? 
There is no complete answer here; just thoughts in the general direction of be-
ginning to examine his procedures, exemplified here in a middle-period work. 
Sadly, familiarity with tenor clef, and alertness to enharmonics, are essential!

Tonality

Rawsthorne did not use key signatures. Anticipating the chorus of ‘what, never?’ 
I must qualify: never in his mature work; although he used them in juvenilia and 
student works up to and including the 1932 String Quartet. And should there 
be a further chorus of ‘so what?’ I would add that in this respect he was decid-
edly more radical than his leading contemporaries. Walton used key signatures 
in the Violin and Viola concertos (though not in the earlier First Symphony); 
Tippett had them in many major works up to and including The Midsummer 
Marriage; and Britten used them throughout his career.

A key signature specifies a key centre (a choice of two, more properly) and 
it saves time and complexity by cutting down on accidentals in the music itself. 
Absence of signatures in Rawsthorne has of course nothing whatever to do with 
his preference for C as a tonal centre, which happens to apply both to the Cello 
Sonata and the Concerto. C major / A minor have an ‘invisible’ key signature, 
but in his case it is not there at all, even in hiding: here we are in the realm of 
‘diatonicised chromaticism’, where there will be a keynote at any given time 
– rarely the same for long – but he will freely use all twelve notes of the chro-
matic scale.

The ‘other’ Rawsthorne cello piece, the arrangement of ‘Brother James’s Air’, 
demonstrates how exceptions can prove rules. Rawsthorne’s ‘Brother James’ is 
very much in a diatonic D major; this ‘Air’ is more undemanding than even a 
normal hymn tune in that it doesn’t modulate (although Rawsthorne includes 
some passing modulations for variety). And so here he does use a conventional 
two-sharp key signature: it saves writing in the accidentals each time F♯  and C♯ 
appear, and it tells the performers what to expect. But in any case this is not in 
the run of his mature works; it was undertaken in his role as broadcasting staff 
arranger.

In the face of this absence of a clue, misleading though it might have been, 
at the beginning of each stave, the observer has to work out what the keynote 
is at any given point. The Cello Sonata exhibits various tonal centres, some of 
which are:

C major/minor

We begin not with the first tonal centre in the piece but with the overall centre, 
which is C – though only just. The Allegro appassionato of the first movement 
begins in C and insists on the note C at the half-way point and at the end. ‘In 
C’ implies some clear preference for the diatonic notes of the C-major scale, but 
this is not much in evidence – though there are some glimmers in Example 1:

Only the third note (F♯ ) and the C♭ in the last chord are not part of the normal 
scales of C major or C harmonic minor (mixing the two is one of Rawsthorne’s 
predilections); he even gives us a cadence in C major (bars 3–4), albeit an invert-
ed one. This is perhaps just enough to establish C as the tonality at this point; 
but it soon moves away into something like G minor and continues to mutate 
rapidly. The main way that the tonality is established is retrospectively, after the 
action, by emphasising the tonic until it sinks in. At the end of the whole move-
ment it is just octave Cs that are repeated. Earlier, at the end of the exposition, 
we have what is shown in Example 2. Here we might note that the emphasised 
chords in the piano left hand are a verticalisation of the notes that the cello 
plays sequentially. In a piece from an earlier era the notes in question would 
have been C–E–G. But here we realise that in the world of diatonicised 
chromaticism the tonic chord doesn’t have to be of one set formation: any chord 
with C as its root will do. Is C the root of C–D♭–E, or (if you want to take in all 

Example 1: Cello Sonata, movement 1, bars 46–50
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the right-hand notes) of C–D♭–E–F–G♯–A? Yes, according to most theory the 
major third C–E takes precedence, and its lower note is the root.

Other places where C makes itself felt are the opening of the second move-
ment, with its combination of a C major triad and an augmented triad on C,  
and the end of the whole work, where bitonal clouds suddenly part and a serene 
C-major triad is left to shine out. Again, this is a kind of retrospective establish-
ing of the tonality: it is as though he were saying: ‘there you are, that’s what I 
meant all along’. Rawsthorne doesn’t ban triads; but in his works they derive 
their value from their scarcity, and they frequently appear at the ends of move-
ments. What a pity that the published cello/piano score contains an engraver’s 
error leading up to this point: the fourth bar of the last line contains a treble 
clef in the left hand that should not be there. Luckily the printed reading is so 
unlikely that the intended one becomes clear.

D minor

Triads also occur at particularly dramatic points: in the slow introduction to the 
Sonata, at letter ‘A’, there is a first inversion B-flat major chord at the climax 
of an increase in both tempo and dynamics (Example 3) after which the music 
dies away ready for the following allegro movement. This work unambiguously 
begins in D minor: it could happily have had a signature of one flat. And this 
is not the only instance: near the beginning of the development section of the 
first movement, at letter ‘E’, there is another 8-bar patch of figuration drawn 
only from the D-minor harmonic scale; and in the final movement, during a 16-
bar preparation for the recapitulation of the march theme, there is yet another 
instance of 8 bars containing only the notes of the D-minor harmonic scale 
(Example 4). 

Example 3: Cello Sonata, movement 1, bars 24–30

Example 2: Cello Sonata, movement 1, bars 101–3

We probably should not score many marks in our hypothetical examination 
answer if we served that up as an example of Rawsthorne’s style. For a moment 
we are almost in the world of Saint-Saëns or Mendelssohn, before the figuration 
changes to something closer to Bartòk’s ‘From the Diary of a Fly’ for the next 
8 bars, during which the bass moves up from C♯ to D, the dominant of G, in 
which key the recapitulation will occur.

G-sharp major/minor

But we are getting ahead of ourselves. Back to the middle movement, which 
begins with a long augmented triad on C, where the G♯ (in the guise of A♭)  
first falls to G as if in a resolution. However, the tenor part then moves to A♭  
while the G is still held in the top part. Rawsthorne famously likes augmented 
chords, but often they are not pure; either (as here) sounding the perfect fifth 
along with the augmented one, or adding a seventh, or both. Perhaps the A♭ 
(♭VI of C) here is a link between the C of the first movement and the G-sharp 
major/minor of the long and sad tune which begins after a reminiscence of the 
work’s slow introduction. The tune on the cello begins in bar 2 of the second 
line of Example 5, after a bar and a half of the augmented chord of G-sharp, 
again with the perfect fifth sounding against the augmented one, widely spread 
on the piano. This chord does duty as the tonic chord, as did the secundal one 
in Example 2. The previous line shows the piano in G-sharp minor, ending on 
a sort of 6/4, the bass D♯ of which falls to the G♯ at the beginning of the second 
line, in quite a conventional way.

Here we see how a key signature of five sharps (for the minor key: there is 
no signature for such an outlandish major) would have saved most of the ac-
cidentals present at this point. We should have just needed F double-sharp and 
B♯. But the composer had long since decided that signatures would encourage 

Example 4: Cello Sonata, movement 3, bars 106–13
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unjustified preconceptions in the minds of performers and commentators.

Here, too, we see Rawsthorne’s use of mixed major and minor tonality. We go 
from the minor mode at the end of line 1 of Example 5 to mixed mode (the 
piano has B♯s but at first the cello has B♮). The E♮ (which perhaps might have 
been spelled D double-sharp) is part of the minor scale but does duty in provid-
ing the top note of the augmented triad on the keynote. 

And now that we have begun to say something about Rawsthorne’s chords, it 
might be useful to continue along the line of the tune we have begun to discuss. 
Assuming that Rawsthorne isn’t just ‘smearing his notes at random like bird-
lime on telegraph wires’, to paraphrase Hindemith, can it be that his genius is 
able to take apparently unrelated notes and combine them in ways that sound 
exactly right – which they certainly do; if you play a wrong note you can tell at 
once. Or is it possible to analyse his procedures to the extent that we might be 
able to reproduce them? How about that last chord in Example 5: the bottom 
note remains as G♯ from the previous bar, though this isn’t really a pedal; if he 
had wanted to he would have changed it, as can be seen from the similar situa-
tion in bars 3 and 4 of Example 6. It might be more significant that the top two 
notes remain the same (C♮ being the same note as B♯ ), and that all the others 
except G♯ move up a semitone. We can either view this chord as an augmented 
triad on E that somehow incorporates an A, or carry out the time-honoured 
procedure of looking for a perfect fifth, which we find between the A and the 
E. So we call A the theoretical root of this chord; we are looking at a chord of 
A with major seventh (in the bass) and minor third. A stands in a Neapolitan 
relationship with the keynote, G♯.

What next? Example 6 shows the rest of the tune up to the V of its eventual 
cadence on C♯. In bar 1 of this example, the piano part plunges into flats, but 
the chords can be read as A-sharp minor and F-sharp major (with a seventh in 
the bass): II and ♭VII of G-sharp. Bar 2 of Example 6 has an arpeggiated A ma-

Example 5: Cello Sonata, movement 2, bars 13–22 

jor (Neapolitan of G-sharp) with minor ninth, followed by first inversion G mi-
nor with a major seventh. This is ♭VI of the B major (relative major of G-sharp 
minor) augmented chord which takes up the third bar of the example. The 
fourth bar also has only one chord: C-sharp with both perfect and augmented 
fifths and a minor ninth, but no third. The top two notes of this chord, D and 
A, perhaps inspire the first chord in the next bar, bar 5 in the example, whose 
root is unquestionably D (Neapolitan of C-sharp), in the presence of a major 
seventh. The second half of the bar is a major third on B♭, which we prefer to 
call A♯, II of G-sharp; and then in bar 6 we are back to the augmented chord 
of G-sharp major, though the cello melody insists on the minor third. This 
figuration consists of exactly the same notes as those in the penultimate bar of 
Example 5, but at twice the speed; and the second chord in this bar is a slight 
alteration of the chord in the final bar of that example.

The tune whose harmony we have described so laboriously uses all the notes 
of the twelve-note chromatic scale … except F♮. But music theory does not recog-
nise elevenatonic scales! If we try to fit the tune into the octatonic system (used 
in the Piano Sonatina from the same period) we find that the last two bars of 
Example 5 and the first three (plus one note) of Example 6 do indeed stick to 
the transposition that contains C♯ D♯ E F♯ G A B♭ C [C♯ ]. Quite a good run 
– but the harmony does not conform, and to cover the whole tune we have to 

Example 6: Cello Sonata, movement 2, bars 23–31
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change the transposition of the octatonic scale somewhat freely and frequently.
The first bar of the last line of Example 6 is where the tune terminates when 

it is recapitulated at the end of this movement, after the scherzando interlude. 
Rawsthorne uses an almost identical bar to this one, altered to cadence with 
bare fifths on G-sharp, where he straightaway prefigures the beginning of the 
last movement:

but a semitone too high. No problem – he cheekily changes the succeeding 
notes, with no preparation, to …

G major

The last movement begins with a march in the key that will become the dom-
inant of the eventual close of the work on C. This is one of Rawsthorne’s 
sonorous movements: full of ceremonial-sounding chords and rhythmic vigour, 
it begins in a way that would make a stirring concluding organ voluntary, though 
it would soon become impossible to accommodate the virtuoso cello figuration, 
and we are in the presence not of Noel Rawsthorne but of Alan, who did not 
hold the organ in high regard.

We have already said something about the middle section of this march (see 
Example 4) after which a brief recapitulation leads to the closing Adagio. But 
the main section is akin to the final movement of the Piano Sonatina. There, he 
features the whole-tone scale; here the Lydian mode looks possible at the start, 
though what is really going on is continual feints at modulation. But in both 
these final movements the straightforward major scale, having been strenuously 
avoided in what went before, is now de rigueur. And is that a common chord 
of A in bar 3 of the piano part, Example 8? Well, yes, but the cello sounds a 
dissonant B♮ against it, and in the next bar we are back to augmented triad on 
D plus major seventh.

In summary, the main tonalities are: D, C, G-sharp, G, C. Not unusual, 
apart perhaps from the beginning in another key from the main one, and the 
choice of G-sharp instead of A-flat.

I am still not ready to produce any pastiche Rawsthorne! No significant loss, 
when so many fine examples of the real thing are so rarely played.

Alan Rawsthorne’s recently completed Cello Concerto is his eighth work for solo 
instrument(s) and orchestra, the others being concertos for clarinet, oboe, violin 
(two), piano (two) and the Concertante Pastorale for flute, horn and strings. In 
addition, two other works are given the title of concerto – Concerto for Strings 
and Concerto for Ten Instruments.

This obvious delight in concerto form is comparatively rare among British 
composers of Rawsthorne’s generation, and for him this preference is not spas-
modic or isolated. The concertos span most of Rawsthorne’s creative life and, 
indeed, the major concertos come at crucial times in his technical development 
and evolution.

The composer’s thirty-odd years of composition may be divided convenient-
ly into three phases (early works apart) – 1937–45; 1945–56; 1956–66. In 1937 
comes the Concerto for Clarinet and Strings and in 1942 the first of the piano 
concertos; 1947 sees the completion of concertos for oboe and violin, and 1951 
the Piano Concerto No. 2. The Second Violin Concerto was written in 1956, 
the Concertante Pastorale  the following year, and now, after a longer-than-usual 
gap, comes the cello work. This (necessarily) detailed list shows that each of the 
three phases opens with a concerto and reaches its highest point with a further 
concerto – this is not to say that the concertos are Rawsthorne’s best works, 
but that they do represent specific points on an emerging pattern. Moreover, 
the concerto that marks the opening of each phase quite clearly initiates new 
explorations of the composer’s musical idiom.

The Clarinet Concerto, perhaps, has less of this characteristic than the 
others – it is an unequivocal revealing of the basic patterns of Rawsthorne’s cre-
ative language: originality of idiom; mastery of formal procedures and, perhaps 
most pertinent to concerto writing, an instinctively imaginative conception of 
textures allied to a sure balancing of solo and tutti.

Violin Concerto No. 1 is one of the composer’s largest-scale works and 
foreshadows a period of intense exploration of the possibilities of symphonic 

Example 8: Cello Sonata, movement 3, bars 37–40

Rawsthorne’s Concertos
Alun Hoddinott

The first Welsh composer to achieve international prominence, 
Alun Hoddinott (1929–2008) was also the first Professor of 
Music at what is now Cardiff University, and the founder of the 
Cardiff Festival of Twentieth-Century Music. He commissioned 
Rawsthorne’s Ballade for Piano in 1967 and the Piano Quintet 
in 1968, and in 1973 facilitated an LP recording of AR’s piano 
and chamber works. He was a great friend to Rawsthorne and, as 
we can see in this issue, a powerful advocate for the Cello Concerto, writing, in all, three 
articles on the work. This one is reprinted from The Listener of 31 March 1966. His 
Tempo review of the premiere of the Concerto can be seen on pp. 38–40. Both appear by 
kind permission of Mrs Rhiannon Hoddinott.

Example 7, Cello Sonata, movement 2, bars 70–74
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ations, that both decorate the initial thematic material (in which a gently sway-
ing tune, a fanfare-like pattern of fourths and characteristically resolving upward 
arpeggio may be noted) and develop it symphonically. Towards the end of the 
movement a brief cadenza emphasises the underlying tonality of C (incidentally 
one of Rawsthorne’s favourite key centres) although the end of the movement 
is quiet and tonally obscure.

The second movement, Mesto, falls into a ternary shape, the final para-
graph being so abbreviated (again a favourite Rawsthorne device) that it almost 
assumes the character of an epilogue or coda. Thematic material is very beauti-
ful indeed, tinged by a characteristic melancholy and dominated by the richness 
of the harmonic texture, the fourth interval relationships softened by the addi-
tion of thirds. The first section is notable for the profusion of its melodic ideas, 
while the central episode with its proliferating arabesques and decorative pas-
sages floating above and through purple-coloured, multi-formed chords suggests 
a kaleidoscopic nocturnal evocation.

The finale, Allegro, opens rather unusually with a long tutti, closely resem-
bling, thematically, the opening of the concerto. There is throughout, in fact, a 
considerable amount of tutti music, balanced, naturally, by some brilliant and 
effective solo writing. The entire movement, with the exception of a more lyric-
al and reflective episode, bowls along in Rawsthorne’s most vital, genial, and 
invigorating manner. The buoyancy and good humour of the thematic ideas 
and developments allied with compellingly propulsive rhythmic patterns and 
an uninhibited C major tonality make this finale the perfect foil for the more 
introspective mood of the previous two movements.

The concerto certainly ranks among Rawsthorne’s finest works. Yet it indi-
cates that the composer is still quietly exploring further possibilities inherent in 
his idiom and is moving deeper into his unique and profound creative imagina-
tion.

construction and development as distinct from the variation-type structures so 
often used in the previous phase.

Curiously, the third phase also begins with a violin concerto (No. 2) but this 
time the work opens up new developments of the fabric of the musical language, 
especially in the region of harmonic procedures, where the bitonal aspects of 
Rawsthorne’s idiom are given major prominence.

The First Piano Concerto lays many claims to being considered the finest 
of Rawsthorne’s early works. It is one of the most accomplished and attractive 
of modern piano concertos. All the various aspects of the composer’s first cre-
ative phase are sharply crystallised – glittering and inventive textures; integrated 
thematic unity; formal conciseness, clarity and brevity and the fascinating aural 
attraction that is an inevitable characteristic of these early pieces.

Rawsthorne’s second phase (again coincidentally) curves up to the Piano 
Concerto No. 2. Vastly different from its predecessor, this ebullient, extroverted 
work successfully and authoritatively coalesces a powerful and large-scale sym-
phonic structure with direct tunefulness and thematic simplicity, a mixture that 
exerts the strongest appeal on differing levels.

In the new Cello Concerto many of the different and varied strands of Raws-
thorne’s musical character revealed over the years are drawn together and fused 
into an expansiveness that shows yet another facet of a profound and complex 
creative imagination. For example, the wider possibilities of language noted in 
the Second Violin Concerto and explored in succeeding works are blended 
most happily with earlier procedures, giving the impression of a familiarity that 
springs many surprises. Or, again, there is the merging in yet another kind of 
structure of Rawsthorne’s two most-used forms, sonata and variation.

The concerto takes about twenty-eight minutes in performance and is in 
three large-scale movements, thematically related and, as is usual with Raws-
thorne, unified cyclically through the consistent use of basic cellular ideas.

Intervallic relationship has always played an integral part in Rawsthorne’s 
technical methods and all three movements of the concerto are tightly knit by 
the permeating use of major seconds and perfect fourths. Both intervals are 
used horizontally and vertically, the second in particular giving the melodic line 
its smooth lyrical aspect. The fourth is perhaps the dominating interval, its use 
in chord formations being especially prominent.

A third basic idea which is accorded much significance in the overall struc-
ture is a specific chord, first exposed in bar 15 and used thereafter with varying 
degrees of importance. For example, the central section of the slow movement is 
an extensional development of the proliferation of certain features of the chord. 
The formation of the chord is basically the first inversion of a seventh (major 
third, two minor thirds) in bitonal relationships with either simple chord struc-
tures or more complex varieties (using second and fourth interval formations).

The opening movement, Allegro lirico, is a set of very freely constructed vari-
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The Cello Concerto Revisited
Nigel Bonham-Carter

By way of setting the scene, I will begin with a couple of quotations, both ex-
tracted from newspaper reviews of the first performances of two other late Raws-
thorne works:

 There is something elliptical and evasive about Alan Rawsthorne’s best 
music.¹

[His] initials are clear in the subtle understatement characterising all 
three succinct movements.²

These observations, appearing at or near the beginning of the two reviews, may 
be considered perhaps as representative of what had by then become (or hard-
ened into) the standard critical ‘take’ on  Rawsthorne’s overall body of work. 
All these adjectives – ‘elliptical’, ‘evasive’, ‘subtle’, plus one key noun, ‘under-
statement’ – might begin to suggest as a corollary music lacking in broad appeal 
and/or emotional power. To me any such suggestion would altogether miss the 
mark; on the contrary the language used seems to me (and indeed I think, at 
bottom, to the reviewers themselves) to define an expressive character of an 
altogether personal  kind. It should be added that both these reviews go on to 
be fundamentally positive in tone, even the first of them, the final sentence of 
which begins: ‘Yet behind its bare and ungesturing style there lurks a distinct 
and individual mood of disenchanted romanticism … ’ That last phrase strikes 
me as a particularly apt introduction to the Cello Concerto, and I am possibly 
not alone in regarding its slow movement as one of the two most profound that 
he ever wrote (the other being the slow movement, marked Alla Sarabanda, of 
the Third Symphony). That view is to some extent corroborated in the two news-
paper reviews of the concerto (by Colin Mason and ‘Anon’, possibly William 
Mann) reproduced in full on pp. 33 and 36 of this issue, which I have picked 
on as the hooks upon which to hang my own impressions of the concerto and 
which I will come to later. What follows is a personal take mainly in the light of 
what these (and others) have said about it. Sometimes this has been a rather dim 
and flickering light, sometimes by contrast harsh and glaring.

It is worth emphasising too, perhaps, that this is in some sense an ‘outsider’s 
view’, i.e. that of a music-lover, which according to a review culled from a back 
number of Tempo is ‘a description which implies no academic background or 
training’ and as such entirely appropriate in my case. Before I embark on that, 
however, there are one or two rather more objective aspects which should be 
gone into, before even a subjective judgement can be reached. 

The critics at large

As John France’s comprehensive ‘reception history’, starting on p. 29 of this 
issue, makes only too plain, the critical fraternity was for the most part not 
enthusiastic about the Cello Concerto on its first outing, and some of them, 

in the vernacular phrase, had no hesitation in putting the boot in – with, by 
definition, little restraint. No way to treat a senior composer of acknowledged 
distinction. Fortunately the balance was to some extent redressed by two much 
more carefully considered articles from the pen of Alun Hoddinott. The first 
of these was explicitly a preview of the concerto, published in The Listener a few 
days before the broadcast of its premiere in April 1966;³ the second a detailed 
review of the premiere appearing in Tempo later in the summer.4 Naturally, for 
these media Hoddinott was not burdened by the need to meet unforgiving news-
paper deadlines.

It is relevant to state that as a personal friend and long-standing admirer of 
Rawsthorne, Hoddinott clearly had access to the score in writing both pieces, 
indeed he says as much in his Tempo review, and I detect no special pleading on 
his part in either of them. They accordingly present  a more balanced and reflec-
tive view of the concerto’s merits than the inevitably hasty and, I think it is not 
unfair to say, ephemeral judgements of the premiere by the newspaper critics, 
something moreover which Hoddinott as a composer himself was uniquely well 
qualified to provide. Happily, by kind permission of Mrs Rhiannon Hoddinott, 
we have been able to reprint both articles in full (The Listener on pp. 15–17 and 
Tempo on pp. 38–40), so readers can make up their own minds about them.

The first performance – and subsequent revision

The premiere (given a live broadcast) took place on 6 April 1966, the second 
performance at a Prom on 25 August (a Thursday), also broadcast of course, 
later in the same year with the same soloist, Christopher Bunting, but with 
Norman Del Mar replacing Sir Malcolm Sargent as conductor. Between these 
two dates Rawsthorne carried out a quite extensive revision to the score, mak-
ing a substantial cut in the last movement. This may have been (at least in part) 
a response to the adverse criticisms of the premiere detailed in John France’s 
article. A little strangely perhaps, not one of the later reviewers appears to have 
noticed or been aware of the revisions, though these may well have been part-
ly responsible for the gradually improving tone of later reviews (even in rela-
tion to the second performance) as charted by John France. However, the less 
than satisfactory performance at the premiere is also relevant in this context. 
Hoddinott in his Tempo review refers in passing to ‘obviously ill-balanced dynam-
ics and equally obvious under-rehearsal’. One might in any case have guessed, 
had not John McCabe also remarked, that Sargent ‘was clearly out of sympathy 
with the work’, which was not ‘his kind of music’. Inevitably this got the Con-
certo off to a bad start, and Rawsthorne was ‘extremely disappointed by the 
relatively poor reception accorded his Cello Concerto’.5

 Gerard Schurmann

Many of The Creel’s readers will be aware of Gerard’s importance in Raws-
thorne’s life, as revealed in his three articles, biographical rather than analytical, 
published in the journal, as well as in Dimitri Kennaway’s article ‘Alan Raws-
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thorne and Gerard Schurmann: A Great Friendship’.6 They met for the first 
time in 1944, soon after Schurmann arrived in England, and an immediate rap-
port quickly developed into a close friendship of over twenty-seven years’ dura-
tion, ended only by Rawsthorne’s death. For his part Schurmann describes Alan  
as ‘probably the most important single influence in my life’. In the very first of 
his articles for The Creel he refers to ‘the countless times Alan had asked me to 
come to rehearsals or recording sessions of his music’,7 and of the concerto he 
wrote to me this year as follows: 

I was in touch with Alan at the time the concerto was being performed, 
but don’t remember his reason for revising the work, except that the 
original version was indeed very long. I was in the audience for both 
the premiere and the Prom performance later that year, and I especially 
remember a long rehearsal lasting the whole day at [Sudbury Cottage]8 
with Christopher Bunting, some time between the two dates. [By then] 
Alan had made his revisions to the score – a laborious amount of con-
templation and work over time. Alan had asked me if I could assist 
Christopher at the piano, [but] with the passage of time I do not re-
member any specific technical discussions on that day. I personally rate 
the Cello Concerto highly, as I do all of Alan’s works.9

My ‘Key Reviews’

In the light of the foregoing I can now turn to my two ‘Key Reviews’ – the attri-
bution of that status to them being essentially a personal matter, insofar as I cut 
them out at the time from the relevant newspapers and thus had them readily 
to hand (as well as both the Hoddinott articles) when the editor commissioned 
me to write this piece.

I find Colin Mason’s on the whole positive review (reproduced on p. 33) 
interesting not only for its content,10 but also because he had actually confessed 
in earlier years not to be especially sympathetic to Rawsthorne’s music; this in 
the context of his having been asked to undertake the Rawsthorne article in 
the 1954 edition of Grove’s Dictionary.11 I don’t myself agree with his suggestion, 
towards the end of his piece, about the work seeming ‘to exist on two planes at 
once which rarely meet’. I prefer the comment by Gerard Schurmann in the art-
icle already cited: ‘Alan was very aware of a quasi-organic system of alternating 
tension and relaxation in his music which, upon recognition, can usually serve 
to stimulate or guide the performer’s emotional engagement and graduated re-
sponse.’12 This seems to me not just to have a bearing upon, but positively to 
contradict, Mason’s dismissive and ill-judged observation. That aside, his com-
pliments seem well-deserved, and it is worth emphasising that his review is of 
the evidently less-than-satisfactory premiere, whereas William Mann’s, repro-
duced on p. 36 (if he is indeed ‘Anon’) is of the Prom performance incorporat-

ing the later revisions.13 Though there is a great deal more to the concerto than 
its ‘imaginative scoring’!

The concerto was actually among the earliest pieces of Rawsthorne which 
I ever taped off the BBC Third (the Prom performance), so I have known it 
for over fifty years and have never been troubled by any such criticism, while 
my response to it remains as strong and sympathetic as ever. As to  Anon’s (or 
Mann’s) review, also on balance positive, I find it notable for the way in which 
its second paragraph plunges, with reference to the central Mesto, into a tor-
rent of adjectives (three plus ‘brooding’ used as a noun in a single sentence!) 
all of which, while risking overkill, perhaps to the extent of defeating its own 
ends, seem to me apt, but I remain happy with my single adjectival choice of 
‘profound’. Writing about the work of another composer of Rawsthorne’s gen-
eration, the philosopher Sir Isaiah Berlin explored the notion of depth in a 
mini-essay which is much too long to paraphrase here; but I will quote one full 
and one part sentence from it, and leave it at that: ‘The notion of depth is hard 
to analyse … there are no doubt kinds and degrees of it, and ordinary prose, 
intended to be understood, has not so far proved a good medium for explaining 
what is meant by it.’14 

Violence – an affinity with Francis Bacon?

This is the last aspect of the concerto that I wish to touch on and a more ten-
dentious one – so I should make it plain immediately that I am not seeking to 
imply any influence, either direct or indirect, of the art of Francis Bacon upon 
the music of Alan Rawsthorne. Rather, it is a question – literally a question – of 
some degree of  artistic affinity between them. 

The origin of this suggestion as far as I am concerned lies in an initial com-
ment made by McCabe, who attended the Third Symphony’s Cheltenham pre-
miere, immediately before his musical analysis of that work: ‘There are moments 
when the outbursts of raw emotional intensity bring Rawsthorne nearer than in 
any other composition to the art of Francis Bacon.’15

Rawsthorne had come to know Bacon personally through his second wife 
Isabel, her portrait having been painted by Bacon on several occasions. Schur-
mann too had already met Bacon independently, and they became close friends. 
Schurmann was in frequent contact with him when both he and his first wife 
Vivien and Bacon too were living in Henley-on-Thames during the early fifties; 
Bacon also did a portrait of Schurmann, with which Gerard himself says that 
‘he was very pleased’. [Some readers may have seen it in the background of the 
photograph used on the front cover of the Chandos LP, since reissued on CD, 
of the Six Studies of Francis Bacon.]

No doubt Rawsthorne had a view on Bacon’s art, but what it was we are not 
at this late date likely to discover. However, the word ‘violence’ appears quite 
early on in Colin Mason’s concerto review, with reference to ‘the outbursts 
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towards the end [of the slow movement]’, and maybe the link which McCabe 
detects between their respective artistic outputs is no more than a personal reac-
tion on his part to the violence, often implicit, sometimes explicit, as revealed 
in Bacon’s paintings and Rawsthorne’s music – in the latter’s case the Third 
Symphony in particular and to my mind parts of the Cello Concerto as well. 
Perhaps he was expressing his frustration at the unfair critical treatment of his 
later works, though, as hardly needs saying, the sources of his inspiration would 
have gone far deeper than mere pique. Rawsthorne memorably stigmatised crit-
ics, in a BBC interview given in 1962,16 as ‘sort of the Christian Diors of the 
profession, and they are very anxious that one should be right up to the minute 
– I think they frequently seem to treat music rather as though it were a new 
waistline.’ This of course was a year or two before either work was written (and 
disparagement of critics was something Rawsthorne shares with many another 
composer). The joke is a good one, though the surface flippancy may mask a 
degree of bitterness on his part. Or maybe it was the angst of advancing years 
combined with gradually failing health which prompted artistic release. We shall 
never know, any more than the composer would have known himself, I would 
suppose, other than subliminally, but this at least can be stated, I hope without 
fear of contradiction: at no time in his career did Rawsthorne shy away (entirely 
of course in his own terms) from emotional engagement in his music, nor reveal 
the least sign of hedging his emotional bets. Both the Third Symphony and the 
Cello Concerto strongly attest to his absolute refusal to do so.

Examination of the source materials

In summer 2018, Martin Thacker made two visits to the Rawsthorne Archive at 
the Royal Northern College of Music in order to examine the available manu-
script materials for the Cello Concerto. He writes:

A typing error crept into The Creel’s early survey of the manuscripts in 
the Rawsthorne Archive,17 making it look as if the substantial cut had 
occurred in ‘II’, i.e. the slow movement, whereas it was definitely in the 
last movement. John McCabe18 reports 83 bars cut, corresponding to 
The Creel’s 11 pages and 4 bars; rehearsal figures 66–72 inclusive (The 
Creel refers to another cut on p. 138 but this is only deletion of a single 
bar accidentally written twice). The cut occurs between 5' 06" and 5' 07" 
in the Baillie / Lloyd-Jones / RSNO recording, after – or, really, during 
– the fugal development based on a short phrase from the scherzando 
middle section. It is apt to seem rather sudden once you know it is 
there, for the final appearance of the fugue subject is not even allowed 
its last note before we are whisked away, by a sudden violin tremolando, 
backed by wind and sidedrum, and a ‘wake up’ horn/harp motif, into 
the next section. The context was originally different; it might not be 
true to say that the fugue was more fully worked out, but it was certainly 

more prolonged – the subject continued to appear frequently – before a 
much more gradual onset of the tremolando, first of all in the violas, led 
to the horn/harp motif (also prefigured) and a change of mood.

Such, at least, is the evidence of the autograph full score in OUP bind-
ing, now housed at the RNCM (AR/1/081a). Although Rawsthorne 
worked entirely in pencil, there is no sign of any recomposition or al-
teration – just a very clean deletion by crossing through the area con-
cerned. The conductor’s score in the hire material available from OUP 
is a facsimile of this pencil score made with the ‘dyeline’ process origi-
nally developed for reproduction of technical drawings but widely used 
in music publishing during the Rawsthorne/Tippett/Britten era. I am 
indebted to Dr Simon Wright for the information that this copy has the 
cut marked in the same way, and that the rehearsal figures have been 
updated to reflect the new situation (old 73 became new 66, and so on 
– this has not been done in the autograph itself). A paperclip in the 
hire department score assists the jump over the cut pages. The score is 
labelled ‘c. 1/6/66. M. Sargent use only’, and signed by Sargent on the 
flyleaf: ‘c.’ is not ‘copyright’ or ‘circa’; perhaps it means ‘corrected’. The 
implication is that this is the score used at the premiere, altered in time 
for the second performance. Possibly the original intention was that 
Sargent would conduct on that occasion as well.

Also at the RNCM is a short score (AR/1/081b) showing the solo part 
with the accompaniment on two staves (see the reproductions on pp. 
24–7). This is Rawsthorne’s composing score, and thus earlier in time 
than the full score. It was used as the engraver’s exemplar for the pub-
lished cello and piano reduction of the work: ‘casting up’ is evident 
throughout. This score duly shows the 83-bar cut referred to above, but 
more surprisingly it reveals that a further 30 bars had been cut at an ear-
lier stage, never having reached the full score or the hire material. Fur-
thermore, in this document the 16 bars following the cut, still extant in 
the work as it now stands, are shown as a pasteover covering something 
else – at this stage we don’t know what. In summary: the full score may 
show an almost arbitrary cut, but it is evident from the short score that 
Rawsthorne had thought about this area of the work for a long time, 
and had already recomposed it even before the premiere.

Martin Thacker

In conclusion

As I mentioned earlier, the Cello Concerto was among the earliest of Raws-
thorne’s works with which I was able to become properly acquainted through 
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The Reception of Alan Rawsthorne’s Cello 
Concerto (1966)
John France

Genesis

On 18 February 1965, the Daily Telegraph announced that the Royal Philhar-
monic Society committee of management was to receive a sum of £2,550 (about 
£48k at 2018 values) from the Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation. It was the Soci-

are some 24 minutes of music, composed for chamber orchestra.2 It may be that 
the extreme sectionalisation of this score has prevented a ‘suite’ being created. 
The final work from 1965 was a setting of Louis MacNeice’s poem ‘The Streets 
of Laredo’ for solo voice and guitar. 

The following year, 1966, was much less productive, with only a single work 
completed: The God in the Cave, a cantata for SATB chorus and orchestra on a 
text by the communist poet Randall Swingler. The work was commissioned by 
the Edinburgh University Madrigal Society for their centenary celebration. It 

ety’s intention to use this money to commission 
several new works from established composers 
over the following three years. The first com-
mission had been accepted by Alan Rawsthorne 
for a cello concerto. 

The year 1965 was reasonably productive for 
Rawsthorne. Although the only major work pro-
duced during this time was the Cello Concerto, 
there were several others: ‘The Oxen’ for chorus 
was first heard during December 1965; this was 
the composer’s contribution to Oxford Univer-
sity Press’s popular anthology Carols of Today, 
published in that year. This volume featured 
seventeen numbers by modern composers, in-
cluding Peter Racine Fricker, Richard Rodney 
Bennett, Alun Hoddinott and Peter Maxwell 
Davies. In the same year, Rawsthorne’s Tankas 
of the Four Seasons was premiered at the Chelten-
ham Festival. This was a setting of Catalan love 
poems by Carles1 Riba for tenor solo and cham-
ber ensemble (oboe, clarinet, bassoon, violin 
and cello). To my knowledge this work awaits its 
debut recording. Another important work that 
has languished is the incidental music for the 
BBC’s 1965 dramatisation of Charles Dickens’s 
A Tale of Two Cities. Dressler notes that there 

my own recording, and to which my response, even on first encounter, was 
immediate. I should like once again, and for the last time, to cite Gerard Schur-
mann, who at the very end of the first of his biographical pieces in The Creel 
wrote the following:

To have known him, and to know his music well, is a privilege that I 
continue to treasure with affection as one of my most enduring posses-
sions.19

Amen to that, though of course I cannot claim that my knowledge of the music, 
if set beside his, will be at anything more than a relatively superficial level. What 
I can fairly say, I think, is that from the very outset I have sensed, however dimly 
at first and later on over the years more strongly in the rest of his catalogue, in 
the well-chosen words (which I cannot improve upon) of his other great advocate 
Alun Hoddinott: ‘another facet of a profound and complex creative imagin-
ation’.20
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Performance and review

The premiere was given on 6 April 1966 at the Royal Festival Hall. The New 
Philharmonia Orchestra, led by Hugh Bean, was conducted by Sir Malcolm 
Sargent. The cello soloist was Christopher Bunting. The concert began with 
Delius’s North Country Sketches (1913–14) and Rawsthorne’s concerto followed. 
After the interval there was a single work: the Symphony No. 1 (1932–5) by 
Walton. The concert was broadcast on the BBC Home Service.

Radio Times (31 March 1966) had carried an introduction to the Cello Con-
certo written by Alun Hoddinott. He opens his remarks by reminding the reader 
that Rawsthorne is ‘one of the few English composers consistently attracted 
to the writing of concertos in any large number …’ The present concertante 
work (in 1966) was his eighth in the genre. Hoddinott included the Concertante 
Pastorale for flute, horn and orchestra, but not the Concerto for Ten Instru-
ments nor the Concerto for String Orchestra in this tally. In the following years 
only one more example was composed: the Concerto for Two Pianos (1968).

Hoddinott considered that the Cello Concerto ‘… is likely to be not only a 
landmark in his own music, but also a significant and valuable addition to a still 
rather meagre repertoire’. Hoddinott believed that it was ‘distinguished by many 
immediately discernible characteristics: a masterful and subtly organised overall 
structure that is cyclic in conception; inventive and creatively imagined textures; 
and the uniquely original personal language that retains the vitality to explore, 
and still surprise’. Overall, Hoddinott thought that the work was sympathetic to 
the soloist and successfully balanced lyricism (most of the work) with contrast-
ing bravura passages. 

It is of considerable interest to note the progress of criticism of Rawsthorne’s 
Cello Concerto, which has largely swung from an adverse impression in the 
immediate aftermath of the premiere to acceptance of the work as one of the 
composer’s masterpieces. A paradigm for understanding some of the relatively 
negative reviews of the premiere is given by John McCabe.5 In the kindest of 
words, he suggests that Malcolm Sargent was ‘clearly out of sympathy with the 
work’. This compared to favourable assessments of the Walton Symphony, of 
which Sargent gave ‘a brilliant performance’. As a result, ‘the memorable qual-
ity of much of the thematic invention did not come across clearly’ with ‘the or-
chestral playing needing more careful balancing and more precise playing’ than 
Sargent was willing or able to invest. Some critics blamed this deficiency on the 
composer rather than the conductor.

Edward Greenfield (Guardian, 7 April 1966) announced that the Cello Con-
certo was ‘in some ways the most ambitious of all Rawsthorne’s … concertos’. 
Yet all was not praise. Greenfield wondered whether the ‘very intention of writ-
ing “important music” [for the Philharmonic Society] has crabbed Rawsthorne’s 
inspiration, for the quality of invention is markedly less individual than one 
expects from this composer’.  He felt that although ‘on paper’ the music 

was premiered on 8 February 1967. The text is a collection of poems inspired 
by the caves at Lascaux in France, which ‘deals with primitive caveman and the 
psychological urge to create cave art, as a metaphor for the relationship between 
man and nature’.3

The Programme note

For reference, I include the programme note provided by the composer for the 
Cello Concerto (this was not, however, the one used for the premiere):

Although the first movement of this concerto falls into seven sections 
based on one theme, it should be heard as a continuous piece rather 
than as a set of variations in a formal sense. In the first of these sections 
the soloist states the theme; the last is in the nature of a recapitulation. 
After the theme has been heard, the cor anglais introduces a more mel-
ancholy mood (meno mosso) which presently gives way to a return to 
the original tempo, where the cello starts to play lively figurations of the 
melody. These passages work up to introduce the fourth section, with a 
powerful tutti. The cello enters and continues the strenuous character 
of this with bravura passages. The fifth section reverts to a more medita-
tive mood, and the cello enters to play a little duet with the cor anglais. 
The music works up to a climax, and the sixth section is a vehement 
paragraph for orchestra only. After a short cadenza the cello settles 
down to play a series of quiet arpeggios, over which the oboe starts to 
recapitulate the theme, and the piece ends very quietly. 

The material of the slow movement consists of an orchestral introduc-
tion leading to a very sad melody played by the soloist, and a second idea 
which forms a middle section. This takes the form of a very free, rhap-
sodic kind of melodic line against a background of sustained chords by 
the orchestra. There follows some development of the first subject and, 
after a large orchestral climax and a short cadenza, a brief reference is 
made to the second subject by the clarinet. A much-abbreviated recap-
itulation concludes the movement. 

The last movement starts with a reference to the theme of the first, 
and spends some time, during its course, in working these allusions 
together with the new material which is more properly its own. It has a 
scherzando idea for a middle section, of which a short phrase serves as a 
subject for fugal development. In a fairly lengthy coda two of the themes 
are heard in combination with a fresh one, and the concerto finishes 
with a bravura climax.4
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appeared to contain ‘good melodic lines’ the reality was that ‘in performance 
[it] is curiously unmemorable’. The slow movement is described as ‘lumpish, 
with its heavy double stopping, and even the main subject for the march finale 
was recognisable not so much as a distinctive theme as by its obvious rhythm’. 
Interestingly Greenfield blames the lack of success of this work largely on the 
composer, whilst commending ‘the excellent expressive playing of the soloist’. 
He would modify his impression of the work in his appraisal of the Promenade 
performance later in the year, although without altering his preference for melo-
dies and distinctive themes; see below, pp. 36–7, Guardian, 26 August 1966.

The Financial Times (7 April 1966) review by David Cairns stands out from 
other early reactions by reason of its almost entirely positive tone. Cairns recog-
nised that the work was ‘an attractive and characteristic addition to the cello’s 
limited concerto repertoire …’ He considered, in common with many but not all 
other reviewers, that ‘a cellist more powerful in tone and attack’ was required. 
However, the concerto should be ‘prized’ for its ‘delicate, profound, austere lyri-
cism … especially in its slow movement’. Cairns considers that this is ‘one of the 
most masterly and searchingly beautiful things Rawsthorne has done’. A poetic 
description of the opening of the first movement states that it ‘is pure enchant-
ment – an exquisite cool pattern of interlacing woodwind phrases subtly prepar-
ing for the soloist’s entry with the gently sinuous main theme whose characteris-
tic sigh and fall runs clearly through the entire work’. Finally, Cairns finds that 
it is the middle movement that ‘carries the listener with it without reservation’. 
Nothing is more moving in this work than, after a grave and grand climax in the 
first half of the movement, a ‘pathetic passage … in which the soloist stammers 
and stutters, as if struggling to break free into fresh flights of lyrical expansion 
but can only repeat with quiet resignation the sighing figure of the work’s main 
theme’. This is the ‘essence of Rawsthorne’s deep, stoical melancholy’. 

Colin Mason provided a major critique of the premiere in the pages of the 
Daily Telegraph (7 April 1966). Under the headline ‘Imaginative Scoring of New 
Cello Concerto’ he noted that the work was ‘designed on a larger scale than 
Rawsthorne had generally worked to’. Interestingly, he suggests that the con-
certo has some ‘extra-musical dramatic content, equally unusual in [his] music’. 
Mason refers to a pertinent example of this in the slow movement, ‘where the 
violence of the outbursts towards the end is not immediately self-explanatory in 
purely musical terms’. What this ‘drama’ may have been is unfortunately not 
discussed in any subsequent studies or reviews.

Much as he appreciated the scoring of the concerto, especially the chamber 
music ‘feel’ in the opening pages, Mason suggested that the problem with the 
work was that when Rawsthorne wished to seek ‘dynamic contrast [he] falls 
into too easy a routine of letting the orchestra off the rein between the soloist’s 
entries’. This had the effect of creating a work ‘on two planes’ which rarely met 
– lightly accompanied soloist and full orchestral tuttis.  Finally, Colin Mason 
remarked on the ‘elusive, shadowy quality that has always been characteristic 
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although the work was ‘extremely well written for the cello’, ‘the thematic mater-
ial seemed rather slight and its treatment gave a general effect of monotony’. 
Like Mason, the critic notes the ‘strident orchestral tuttis’, which may have been 
created to break this dullness, but ‘create an impression of hysteria rather than a 
culmination of power derived from the underlying spirit of the music’.

Musical Times (May 1966) gave the concerto short shrift. Stanley Sadie wrote 
that the new work ‘has some distinguished ideas, carefully and tastefully laid out, 
and music of quiet poetic eloquence in the central slow movement. It seemed, at 
a first hearing, to be well argued. What it lacked was anything which caught and 
held the interest – perhaps with more vivid solo playing, that really cut through 
the orchestral textures, it might prove arresting; but I rather doubt it.’ 

G. M., writing in Musical Opinion (June 1966) was less than impressed by the 
new work. He wrote that it ‘proved something of a disappointment as, in spite of 
some skilful, and, at times, poetic writing, the concerto is of a rambling nature 
and never gets anywhere in particular’. Extensive revisions by Rawsthorne after 
the first performance may have been in response to criticism of this nature; 
see also Alan Blyth’s review quoted next. One of the issues, for G. M., was the 
cyclic nature of the work, with themes reappearing in the three movements. 
None of these are ‘[e]specially memorable’.  As to the actual performance, 
G. M. damned with faint praise: ‘Christopher Bunting played the solo part with 
sympathy, but his tone was scarcely sufficiently large to get through the thick 
orchestral score.’ 

The now-lamented Music and Musicians (June 1966) reminded the reader 
that Rawsthorne’s Cello Concerto had ‘collected a crop of regretfully unfavour-
able notices in the newspapers’. Alan Blyth chose to add another. He wonders 
whether the critics had been ‘expecting a different kind of work’? The problems 
were twofold. The new work ‘seemed both rambling and thick textured’. This 
was strange, as Rawsthorne’s reputation ‘rests on the cogency of his structures 
and the facility of his orchestration’. Graciously, Blyth wonders if it was a ‘fault’ 
in the ‘reticent’ playing by Bunting. If the ‘themes had been more positively 
delineated, and the internal balance better maintained, we should have been 
hailing a worthy successor to the Piano and Violin Concertos’.  Blyth concludes 
his comments by suggesting that an ‘open mind’ be kept until several more 
performances and performers have ‘either confirmed [the] initial impression of 
dullness or proved a thoughtful composer and master craftsman to have been 
well justified in the latest extension of his personal and compelling style’.

Promenade performance

The next performance of the concerto was at a Promenade Concert on Thurs-
day, 25 August 1966. The concert included Schubert’s Symphony No. 5, Richard 
Strauss’s Oboe Concerto and Beethoven’s Symphony No. 7. On this occasion, 
Christopher Bunting was once again accompanied by the New Philharmonia 

of Rawsthorne’s music’. Soloist Christopher Bunting was ‘sensitive, animated 
and precise … [he] seemed to realise the character and meet the demands of the 
work to perfection’. 

The Times review (7 April 1966), possibly by William Mann, echoes Colin 
Mason’s comments about balance. He writes that many composers have ‘found 
[that] the cello is not an instrument which readily balances against a symphony 
orchestra’. He feels that although ‘the musical argument … is generously shared 
among soloist, woodwind, occasionally horns and strings, there are many points 
at which its tenor [i.e. train of thought] becomes lost simply because the solo 
line is submerged’. Bunting’s shortcomings are raised: would ‘a more incisive 
soloist … have projected it more strongly’?  The critic decides that it is the com-
poser’s fault. There was little to ‘really arrest the attention’ with all the ‘thematic 
ideas [being] small, sometimes no more than a statement of a particular interval 
and a brief embellishment of it … ’ The reviewer thought that the ‘more per-
suasive’ slow movement ‘reached its appointed end somewhat before its actual 
one’.  The finale, beginning with a nod to the vibrancy of Rawsthorne’s Street 
Corner overture (1944) soon became ‘less playful, more rarefied, and ultimately 
less interesting’. The bottom line is that ‘there was nothing compelling in [Raws-
thorne’s] actual invention’. 

Desmond Shawe-Taylor (Sunday Times, 10 April 1966) claimed that he liked 
Alan Rawsthorne’s music ‘in general’, with a concern that his earlier concertos 
for piano and for violin have been ‘unaccountably neglected’. A preliminary 
inspection of the score ‘had promised a lucid structure and cool, airy textures’. 
Despite being satisfied with the ‘lovely opening of the first movement and the 
end of the second’, he found that much of the work ‘sounded grey and inef-
fective in a way so uncharacteristic of its composer that he [Shawe-Taylor] was 
‘tempted to reserve judgement’. He wondered whether it was ‘the fault of the 
scoring, of the soloist (a sensitive, not very strong player), of inadequate rehears-
al time, or of Sir Malcolm’s indifference to the niceties of balance’. He does not 
offer an opinion on the identity of the main issue, but apprehends that ‘what 
we heard cannot have been quite what the composer intended’.  Shawe-Taylor 
felt that the opening movement required ‘more substantial themes to fill out its 
longish argument’. Positively, the middle movement contained ‘some affecting 
and eloquent writing for the soloist’ and the finale re-presented material from 
the earlier movements, looked at ‘with brisk, extrovert eyes’. Finally, however, 
Shawe-Taylor wrote that ‘ … unless the performance was at fault [there is] a de-
cided want of conviction and vitality in the whole’. Based on these comments he 
can foresee ‘no very brilliant future for [Rawsthorne’s] concerto’.

Largely positive towards the soloist was the anonymous editorial in The Strad 
(May 1966). Here the reviewer felt, in common with Greenfield and Mason, that 
Christopher Bunting was ‘accomplished and dedicated: his beauty of tone and 
impeccability of intonation were apparent throughout …’ On the other hand, 
the concerto was ‘a disappointment’. The writer found, like Greenfield, that 
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important review of the Promenade Concert. Greenfield declared that he had 
come ‘close to drawing a blank’ with the work at its premiere. The issue was 
with Rawsthorne’s inhibition at ‘writing sharply memorable tunes’ of any great 
length. In the Cello Concerto this reserve ‘seemed to have grown worse with 
vaguely lyrical flutterings taking the place of real melodies’. It does seem strange 
that Greenfield even expected melodies and tunes from a work written at this 
period. His experience at this concert was that the second hearing had made 
clear ‘how cogently argued the work is’. He now regarded the opening move-
ment as ‘a most satisfying combination of sonata form, rondo and variation 
form’. One wonders whether this new appreciation is partly the result of having 
had time to absorb Alun Hoddinott’s arguments in his various writings about 
the concerto, and/or the programme note for the Promenade Concert perform-
ance (which may have been Rawsthorne’s own, quoted above). Greenfield seems 
to have become reconciled to the ‘two powerful tuttis’ in this first movement, 
so condemned by other critics.  He concludes by reporting that Christopher 
Bunting played the solo part ‘radiantly’, and admitting that his attention had 
been ‘riveted in a way I had not found at the first performance’.

The Cello Concerto was panned by Peter Brown in Music and Musicians 
(November 1966). Under the headline ‘Lifeless Rawsthorne’ he wrote that des-
pite Norman Del Mar’s best efforts, Christopher Bunting had been ‘unable to 
breathe much life into Alan Rawsthorne’s Cello Concerto’.  He did concede 
that it has ‘some nice moments’ especially in the latter part of the slow move-
ment, and in the final bars of the opening ‘Allegro lirico’, nevertheless, ‘taken 
as a whole the work failed to convince one of either a high level of inspiration or 
individuality’. Brown was, by the way, the first commentator to make explicit the 
disparity between the ‘jocular finale’ and ‘the earlier restrained movements’. 

The score and piano reduction of the concerto were published in 1970 by 
Oxford University Press. Reviewing the score in Musical Times (October 1973) 
Stephen Srawley wrote that: 

Alan Rawsthorne in his Cello Concerto is more sparing with his orches-
tration than has been the symphonic tendency this century. The first 
movement, described by the composer as continuous variations, at no 
point reaches a major climax: that is reserved for the sad and rhapsodic 
slow movement. The last movement cannot claim quite the originality 
of the first two. Rawsthorne even has to resort to a fugue, yet another 
example of ‘when the fount of inspiration dries up, write a fugue’.

Analysis

The concerto is fortunate in having generated several studies of varying analytical 
depth. The earliest is a pre-concert introduction by Alun Hoddinott published 
in The Listener (31 March 1966). This article (see pp. 15–17 of this issue) also 
briefly discusses the seven previous concertos including the Clarinet Concerto 

Orchestra, this time conducted by Norman Del Mar. Heinz Holliger was the 
soloist in the Strauss concerto. 

Andrew Porter, writing for the Financial Times (26 August 1966), remained 
unimpressed by this work. He believed ‘it left little mark’ at the premiere and 
‘little last night’. He considered that the music ‘lacks character’ with each move-
ment beginning ‘more promisingly than it continues’. It seemed that interesting 
ideas were initially presented, but ‘when argument, development, working-out 
begin, one’s interest flags’.  He accepts that the work has consistency: ‘The dis-
course has been pondered, the paragraphs have been shaped. The logic is im-
peccable, and the appropriate cross-references are made.’ But the result ‘seemed 
dull’. Porter did propose, as had many after the premiere, that ‘a more forceful 
soloist than Christopher Bunting … might have quickened the attention’: ‘his 
playing lacked personality’.  The reason for this was his tendency to present a 
musical idea ‘in a modest, almost apologetic way’ resulting in a disinclination 
‘to seize the lead’.

The Times (26 August 1966) critic, possibly William Mann, was particularly 
struck on this occasion by the middle movement. He considered that it was 
‘deeply felt and vividly expressed’. Furthermore, this ‘is deeply troubled, some-
times even haunted music, particu-
larly suited to the cello’s capacity for 
dark brooding, and scored for the 
orchestra with many a chilling touch 
of fantasy’. Here he responded simi-
larly to Colin Mason after the first 
performance, who had wondered 
whether some extra-musical dramat-
ic content was behind this move-
ment.  Once again, the problem of 
the tuttis emerged. He sensed that 
the ‘tension accumulated in the 
tuttis seemed rather too often dis-
sipated when it was the cello’s turn 
to be heard … ’ It seemed a problem 
of balance. The concluding remark 
completes the tone of this analysis: 
‘Mr Bunting was … too much the 
sensitive chamber musician, too 
little the flaming soloist, though it 
was playing finely interwoven with 
the orchestral texture.’ 

Edward Greenfield (Guardian, 
26 August 1966) gave a short but 
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Second Violin Concerto and has fluctuated with successive pieces. The 
harmonic fabric is wide-ranging, blending a basically tonal (C major) 
structure with freely chromatic chord formations. In his earlier music, 
Rawsthorne maintains a euphonious texture by using chords built pri-
marily of thirds, fifths and sevenths, a newer note being introduced in 
the third period by the use of chords made up of seconds, fourths and 
sevenths resulting in a harder, more dissonant sound. Both types of 
chord formation are used [in the Cello Concerto], resulting in a smooth 
flow of tension and relaxation.

The integrated use of chord formation in the total structure is perhaps 
more pronounced in the Cello Concerto than in previous works, and 
a chord first heard in bar 15 of the first movement is used as a pivotal 
point for expansion and development. This chord is the first inversion 
of a minor seventh (with a major third) coloured with bitonal additions 
that either sharpen the dissonance or make for an opaque sound. It is 
not the only chord formation thus used, but it is the most important, as 
the second (slow) movement shows – almost the entire middle section 
of the movement derives from the proliferations and exploring of the 
possibilities inherent in the chord.

Bitonal elements have formed the basis of many of Rawsthorne’s lat-
er works, but here they are kept in the background and used mainly 
for chord formation and harmonic colour. Thematically, the concerto 
contains some of Rawsthorne’s most distinguished invention, the slow 
movement being especially memorable. The composer’s cello writing, 
orchestrally and in chamber music, has always been marked by its lyrical 
and passionate intensity. One has only to think of the cello line in the 
First Piano Concerto or the Clarinet Quartet, or indeed the only other 
work for solo cello, the Sonata of 1949, to realise this. From the serenely 
beautiful opening, through the nocturnal prolixity of the ‘Mesto’ to the 
virtuoso demands of the finale, the solo writing shows (as always with 
Rawsthorne) the instinctive feeling for the essential  character of the 
instrument.

Rawsthorne’s rhythmic patterns, here as always, are direct, clear and en-
tertaining – the finale even contains an echo of the finale of the Second 
Piano Concerto. The metrical implications of some sections of the slow 
movement do, however, seem to indicate a new point of departure in 
their freedom, and sometimes static quality.

One feature of the concerto that did not always make its impact (and 
especially so in the finale) was the beautifully balanced and colourful 
texture. This is possibly one of the most difficult problems to manage 

and the Violin Concerto No. 2.  Hoddinott is the first commentator to note the 
merging of the traditional sonata form with variations in the first movement of 
the Cello Concerto. His analysis was based on his notes for the programme of 
the premiere. He closes his discussion by stating that: ‘The concerto certainly 
ranks among Rawsthorne’s finest works. Yet it indicates that the composer is 
still quietly exploring further possibilities, inherent in his idiom and is moving 
deeper into his unique and profound creative imagination.’

Following up on his articles in Radio Times and The Listener and the pro-
gramme note for the first performance, Hoddinott provided an important review 
of the Cello Concerto and its premiere for Tempo magazine (Summer 1966):

Rawsthorne’s music falls into three clear periods (early works apart), the 
first establishing a highly individual and original musical language, the 
second showing a masterly exploring of large-scale symphonic forms, 
while the third (and present) is primarily concerned with the renewing 
and broadening of some elements of the language. Obviously, some 
aspects of the differing periods overlap but there is a consistency that 
shows distinct patterns of development.

One is a predilection for concerto writing and it is no exaggeration to 
say that in this genre Rawsthorne has few equals amongst English com-
posers. Moreover, the concertos come at crucial times in Rawsthorne’s 
evolution and in themselves form a subsidiary pattern. The Clarinet 
Concerto initiates the first period, which reaches its climax with the 
First Piano Concerto. Similarly the second period begins with the First 
Violin Concerto and rises to a climax with the Second Piano Concerto. 
The latest period opens with the Second Violin Concerto and has ar-
rived at the recent Cello Concerto. Another pattern of interest is the 
preceding of the ‘climactic’ concertos by a large-scale orchestral work. 
Thus the First Piano Concerto follows the Symphonic Studies, the Second 
Piano Concerto the First Symphony, and the Cello Concerto the Third 
Symphony.

It is patently not possible to say with exactitude whether or not the 
Cello Concerto fits into the established pattern and is the climax of this 
present phase – in any case, ‘climax’ is superfluous in the light of, for 
example, the Violin Sonata of 1958 or the Quintet for Wind and Piano 
of 1963. By its nature, however, the new concerto does suggest that it 
follows the precedent of the earlier works.

One extremely interesting aspect of the concerto is the quite masterly 
ease and flexibility with which Rawsthorne has merged the familiar and 
the newer elements of the language – a process that begins with the 
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Writing in 1986, Sebastian Forbes presented an analytical study of most of 
Rawsthorne’s orchestral music, including the concertos.6 He began his study of 
the Cello Concerto by insisting that this work ‘matches the two violin concertos 
in breadth of conception and in idiomatic writing for the solo instrument’.  He 
maintains that it is basically a lyrical work, with a ‘skilful structure’ and ‘power-
ful climaxes’. One key feature of this concerto is that the three movements ‘take 
their time to unfold and reveal their story …’

Forbes presents a short analysis with several musical examples. In 
conclusion  he suggests that ‘the concerto as a whole bears a family resemblance 
to the Third Symphony’ which he feels is probably Rawsthorne’s finest work of 
this period. Both works are characterised by ‘free, almost improvisatory’ melodic 
movement and a rich harmonic palette. 

The most recent analysis is presented in John McCabe’s (1999) study of the 
composer.7 This is a largely descriptive discussion supported by three musical 
examples.  Of importance is the view that the opening movement, subtitled 
‘Quasi variazioni’ presents a ‘subtle version of variation technique’. McCabe 
feels that this movement sounds like an ‘exceptionally well-integrated sonata 
form’ and he reminds the readers that the composer himself had warned that ‘it 
should be heard as a continuous piece rather than as a set of variations in the 
formal sense’. In fact, it is so close to sonata form that the last variation can be 
regarded as the recapitulation.

Another feature of the opening movement that impressed McCabe was the 
‘curious mixture of the openly diatonic (somewhat akin to [Rawsthorne’s] Pas-
toral Symphony) … and the extremes of dissonance’ first heard in the Third 
Symphony and ‘with almost equal ferocity in two substantial orchestral sections 
here’.  McCabe considers that Rawsthorne is here less concerned ‘with motivic 
and other development’, having presented material that is ‘more rhapsodic in 
style’. 

Much criticism of this concerto has been the disparity between the musings 
of the soloist and the orchestral outbursts. Yet McCabe contextualises this: ‘The 
climaxes … seem less an eruption of subterranean turbulence than a sudden 
outpouring by way of contrast.’ This enables the composer to provide ‘variety in 
a movement of this length’.  McCabe considers that the ‘free variation’ used by 
Rawsthorne largely parallels the ‘ebb and flow of intensity’ of a more traditional 
sonata form. 

The move from the stillness of the ending of the first movement to the 
middle ‘Mesto’ is ‘equally rhapsodic in feeling, but far more concentrated in 
thought’. McCabe cites David Cairns’ review (Financial Times, 7 April 1966; 
quoted above), which concludes by suggesting that this movement ‘is the essence 
of Rawsthorne’s deep, stoical melancholy’. 

John McCabe describes the ‘extraordinary blatant assumption of cheerful-
ness’ of the opening of the finale. It comes as a complete contrast to the ‘dark-
ening purple’ of the slow movement. He thinks that the ‘buoyancy and good 

in the cello concerto medium and due to obviously ill-balanced dynam-
ics and equally obvious under-rehearsal, Rawsthorne’s solution of this 
particular problem was sometimes difficult to assess and must be left to 
a further hearing, although a reading of the score shows no miscalcula-
tion in this respect.

The structures of the three movements are basically the same as those 
evolved by Rawsthorne in his second period. Nevertheless there are 
subtle refinements, such as the interlocking of the free variations of 
the first movement, the finely balanced ternary form of the second, 
and the sharply divided sections of the finale (although here again, the 
obscurity of the performance of the finale must have puzzled many 
listeners with regard to the structure). Rawsthorne’s favourite method 
of thematic integration is total in this work and every note fits into a 
primary conception and its derivations.

Hoddinott’s penultimate paragraph expresses the hope that a further hearing 
will reveal Rawsthorne’s ‘beautifully balanced and colourful texture’, obscured 
in the unsatisfactory premiere. Indeed, it was not until the recording of 2000 
(see below) that these issues were finally resolved. 

For several years The Strad magazine carried a series of essays about ‘Con-
temporary Cello Concerti’. These included studies of works by Frank Bridge, 
Donald Tovey, Havergal Brian and Kenneth Leighton. In the May 1973 edition 
of the magazine, S. S. Dale wrote about Rawsthorne’s Cello Concerto. Much 
of the article was background; setting the composer and his work in general 
into context. This includes reference to his (and other composers’) film scores. 
A brief biographical section ensues, followed by a stylistic analysis of his earlier 
works. Dale felt that two major influences were to be found in his music: Hin-
demith and Walton. The overall tone of Rawsthorne’s music was ‘pleasantly 
astringent, yet it never shocks’.

Turning to the Cello Concerto, Dale reminds the reader that Rawsthorne 
had studied the cello under the German-born, Manchester-residing cellist Carl 
Fuchs (1865–1951). Fuchs was best known as the cellist in the Brodsky Quartet 
and as the principal cellist in the Hallé Orchestra during Hans Richter’s tenure 
as chief conductor. Dale notes that ‘a casual glance at the score is quite suffi-
cient to show us that [Rawsthorne] understood the nature of string writing and 
string playing’. The concerto is ‘hallmarked with [Rawsthorne’s] fingerprints, 
his fastidious craftsmanship, his tonal harmony that carries with it a curious 
chromatic twist and a rhythmic verve and élan …’

After a descriptive analysis of the concerto, which largely follows the concert 
programme notes, Dale gives his opinion that this is ‘one of the most playable 
of modern concerti for violoncello and orchestra. The composer … obviously 
knew the potentialities of the instrument and utilised them with a certainty that 
would have earned a tribute from [his] old cello master …’
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rendering; Lloyd-Jones and the RSNO offer big-hearted, confident support’.
Paul Conway (MusicWeb International, 1 February 2001) is equally ab-

sorbed. He suggests that there is ‘much to impress in this sombre and eloquent 
work, nowhere more so than in the beginning and ending of the central ‘Mesto’ 
as the solo cello tries in vain to climb out of the rich, dark textures which mire 
it’. He notes that ‘The mood of the finale is uncertain (an initial breeziness is 
soon snuffed out by memories of the solemnity of the preceding movements). 
There are compensations in the brief but emotionally charged cadenza and the 
grand, towering conclusion.’

Rob Barnett (MusicWeb International, 1 March 2001) also welcomes this 
CD. He writes: 

The Cello Concerto … is not an easy winner and its rewards will only 
yield to repeated listenings. It is given an atmospheric interpretation 
and the typically lucid recording brings out its cellular character. This 
is not a work of directly lyrical expression nor of dramatic defiance. 
Another intriguing British cello concerto continuing the same line as 
the Walton, the Bax and the Moeran – none of them totally successful 
– all of them with sustaining interest. Rawsthorne is well served by Bail-
lie and the orchestra.

Nine years after the release of this CD, Roger Hecht gave a useful summary 
of the Cello Concerto in his extensive overview of British orchestral music for 
the American Record Guide (January/February 2010). He writes ‘[Rawsthorne’s] 
Cello Concerto is a major work. It is serious, but there is a great deal of expres-
sive variety. It sounds atonal but never forbiddingly so. The orchestra is active 
and often brassy. The cello ranges from brooding to angry, its lines almost vocal 
sometimes. A lot of things go on in this piece, and they’re always interesting.’

Conclusion

David Lloyd-Jones, Alexander Baillie and the Royal Scottish National Orches-
tra have learned the lessons of the 1966 premiere. Here the balance between 
soloist and orchestra is well judged. The cellist projects his part and allows the 
thematic development to be clear and satisfying. The orchestral tuttis, although 
still powerful, are less strident, and the above-noted tendency to ramble is not a 
characteristic of this recording. The benchmark for all future performances has 
been set. 

Discography

David Lloyd-Jones / Royal Scottish National Orchestra, Alexander Baillie (cello), 
Stéphane Rancourt (oboe): Alan Rawsthorne, Cello Concerto, Oboe Concerto, 
Symphonic Studies. Naxos 8.554763 (2000).

 

humour of the thematic ideas and developments, allied with the compellingly 
propulsive rhythmic patterns and an uninhibited C major tonality make this 
finale the perfect foil’ for the preceding two ‘introspective’ movements. The 
formal structure may appear to be a rondo, but McCabe feels that it is ‘another 
kind of variation movement, more elusively derived’ from the concerto’s prin-
cipal theme. 

One of the characteristic features of this concerto is the wide range of cello 
writing that the composer utilises. McCabe suggests that despite Rawsthorne 
being ‘well suited to the more melancholy and yearning tones’ of the cello, he is 
able ‘to write admirably apt scherzando passages, light and airy in character …’ 

Interestingly, in John McCabe’s ‘highly personal’ list of Rawsthorne’s music 
that he considers of the highest quality, he does not include the Cello Concerto, 
although he does suggest that it may well be included by ‘other commentators’. 
The omission does not make any less relevant the general comment that Raws-
thorne had ‘a voice unlike any other, speaking not at the top of his voice, but 
quietly, persuasively, with intensity – a precious musical resource we must not ig-
nore’. This final thought is the perfect précis of Rawsthorne’s Cello Concerto.

Recordings

It is remarkable that there is only a single commercial recording of the Raws-
thorne Cello Concerto. This compares to a current (March 2018, ArkivMusic.
com) tally of eighty-four performances (some may be repackagings) of Elgar’s 
Cello Concerto. In 2000 Naxos released a CD of Rawsthorne orchestral works 
played by the Royal Scottish National Orchestra conducted by David Lloyd-
Jones. Works include the pre-war Symphonic Studies (1938), the lyrical Oboe Con-
certo dating from 1947 and the Cello Concerto. The cello soloist is Alexander 
Baillie. 

Andrew Clements (Guardian, 1 December 2000) noticed that there was a 
‘quiet Alan Rawsthorne revival’ under way. He remarked on the considerable 
number of chamber and orchestral works now available on various record labels, 
especially Naxos. Clements considered the Cello Concerto was the ‘finest thing’ 
on this present disc. This is a big claim, bearing in mind the coupling with 
the Symphonic Studies. Clements deemed the concerto to be a ‘good example of 
[Rawsthorne’s] mature style, with its lucid orchestration and the vaguely neo-
classical cut of its themes’.

Andrew Achenbach, reviewing the CD for The Gramophone (February 2001), 
welcomed the first recording of the Cello Concerto. He regards it as a ‘major 
achievement’ which can ‘rank beside Rawsthorne’s superb Third Symphony and 
Third String Quartet … in its unremitting concentration and nobility of expres-
sion’. Achenbach points out the dichotomy between the ‘lyrical’ opening move-
ment and the ‘dark introspection with outbursts of real anguish’ in the middle 
‘Mesto’. All is largely resolved in the ‘energetic, even rumbustious finale’. The 
review concludes with Achenbach’s opinion that this is a ‘substantial, deeply 
felt utterance’ with the soloist Alexander Baillie giving ‘a stunningly idiomatic 
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Notes
1 Not ‘Carlos’.
2 John C. Dressler, Alan Rawsthorne: A Bio-Bibliography (Westport, CT: Praeger, 2004).
3 John McCabe, Alan Rawsthorne: Portrait of a Composer (Oxford University Press, 1999), 
  p. 238. 
4 © 1970 by Alan Rawsthorne, assigned to the Rawsthorne Trust, 1992, and reprinted by 
  permission of Oxford University Press.
5 McCabe, Alan Rawsthorne, p. 259.
6 Sebastian Forbes, ‘The Orchestral Music’ in Alan Poulton, ed., Alan Rawsthorne, 3 vols. 
  (Kidderminster; Hindhead: Bravura Press, 1984–6), vol. III, pp. 86–145, at 105–7.
7 McCabe, Alan Rawsthorne, pp. 259–63.

In Brief
Rare Programme Note: the Elegiac Fragments
Tony Burton writes: ‘The Programme Note feature in 
the last issue caught my eye. I wondered whether the 
enclosed, from the first performance of what became 
the Elegiac Rhapsody, might fill a gap. As a keen sixteen-
year-old, I got the composer’s autograph on it.’

[A pity no one checked the spelling of MacNeice’s name in 
the last line! - ed.]
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West of Maida Vale: Rawsthorne with Maurice Gendron and George Hurst at the Chel-
tenham Festival concert of 8 July 1964, in which Hurst conducted the BBC Northern 
Symphony Orchestra in the premiere of Rawsthorne’s Third Symphony and Gendron was 
the cello soloist in Richard Strauss’s Don Quixote.

Third Symphony: delayed newsSecond Symphony: recent news
The Southgate Symphony Orchestra provided a rare opportunity to hear a Raws-
thorne symphony in concert with their performance of his Second Symphony 
on 25 November 2017, at Southgate, north London. This was the first time 
that Andrew Knowles or I had heard a live performance of one of his sym- 
phonies. The Rawsthorne work was framed by Rossini’s overture The Italian Girl 
in Algiers and Berlioz’s Harold in Italy. The conductor, Adrian Brown, introduced 
each work and had the orchestra play snatches of the Rawsthorne by way of 
‘signposts’, for the audience, before reassuring them that this was not ‘difficult’ 
music!

The orchestra gave a spirited and sympathetic, if not always accurate, per-
formance, not helped by the very cold evening. Soprano Nicola Ihnstowicz was 
the soloist in the last movement and the performance was well received by the 
audience, most of whom will not have heard anything by Rawsthorne before. 
The last movement was reprised, to greater applause.

Tony Pickard

East of Southgate: Rawsthorne rehearsing the State Symphony Orchestra of 
the USSR in his Second Symphony with the soprano V. Inanova (who sang 
in Russian) for a concert on 3 October 1963, in which he also conducted his 
Concerto for String Orchestra.

Received wisdom is still that 
the Third Symphony has 
never achieved a London 
performance, in spite of an 
announcement in The Sprat 
for New Year 1994 (right) 
describing a recent studio 
performance at the BBC 
Maida Vale studios, ‘before 
an invited audience’. This 
should count as a public 
performance, although it 
was necessary to apply for 
tickets in advance. Like The Sprat, the BBC’s advertisement in Tempo magazine an-
nounced this as the ‘London premiere’, and, as hoped, it was seemingly broadcast, 
twice, during summer 1994; although for some reason this is hard to verify from the 
Genome project <https://genome.ch.bbc.co.uk>.

Had they but known, however …
What Genome does, however, reveal, is that a previous Maida Vale performance, 
also before an invited audience, apparently broadcast live, had taken place as early 
as 3 April 1967, when Norman Del Mar conducted the BBCSO. Rawsthorne’s 
work appeared in the second half, the first having been devoted to Roberto Ger-
hard’s Concerto for Orchestra. Evidently there must have been a connection with 
the Lyrita LP recording of the same works with the same conductor and orchestra, 
issued in 1968.

Nigel Bonham-Carter / Tony Pickard
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Alan’s and Isabel’s Library
Martin Thacker

Composers’ bookshelves are a fascinating study: sometimes the books survive 
(e.g. Britten) and sometimes there is only a list of books long since dispersed 
(e.g. J. S. Bach). Now we have our own example: the books and music that re-
mained in Sudbury Cottage when Isabel Rawshorne died in 1992 were taken to 
the Royal Northern College of Music. The music has stayed there, but in 2016 
it was decided that the books did not really fit into either the library or (with 
about two exceptions: nos. 132 and 137 on the list below, which we will retain) 
into the archive. So they were entrusted to my care for listing.

Your chance to own one (or preferably several) of the books from 
Sudbury Cottage
The decision taken by the Rawsthorne Trustees is that the books are to be sold 
to raise funds for the aims of the Trust. The books themselves are seldom an-
notated in any significant way, and they are mostly not in particularly pleasing 
condition, all too clearly having been kept in a lath-and-plaster cottage in rural 
Essex for many years. Some have inscriptions by their owners (AR, IR, Constant 
Lambert, etc.) or from donors, some of whom are well-known; many more dis-
play no sign of ownership at all. As long as we have a good list, we do not need 
to hang on to the items themselves.

If you require any of the items on the list below, they can be sent to you 
direct, price £3.00 per volume plus postage costs (if you are able to offer a lit-
tle more  per volume we will be grateful – it is in a good cause). Contact me 
(mthacker@care4free.net) with your requirements in the first instance, and I 
will ascertain the cost of postage. Cheques (drawn on a UK bank, please) should 
be made payable to ‘The Rawsthorne Trust’.

Items no longer available
The following items are already no longer available – predictably, they will 
often be the very ones readers require. We apologise for this – we received a 
very good offer from a collector specialising in association copies from Constant 
Lambert’s circle and so we achieved the twin aims of freeing shelf space and rais-
ing a substantial sum. In addition, there are the two items mentioned at the end 
of the first paragraph on this page, which should ideally go back to the archive.

1–27; 46; 56; 60; 61; 62; 66; 70; 73; 96; 100; 105; 107; 132; 135; 137; 147; 151; 
163; 167; 175; 180; 181; 182; 193; 194; 197; 202; 203; 204; 212; 214; 217; 218; 
219; 221; 229; 234; 235; 238.

I. Peter Warlock items (probably via Constant Lambert) (1–2)

II. Constant Lambert items (3–27)

III. Unless specifically marked, may have belonged to Alan 
Rawsthorne or to Isabel Rawsthorne, or possibly, if published 
in 1951 or earlier, to Constant Lambert (28–183)
As a rule of thumb, books on music would be AR’s; books on art or in French would be IR’s. 
But this leaves many others unallotted. And what of no. 47, on music and in French? My guess 
is that it belonged to IR.

IV. Art catalogues and other books marked as belonging to Isabel 
Rawsthorne, and books published after Alan’s death (184–240)

I. Ex Libris Peter Warlock
1. Arbeau, Thoinot. Orchésography … ; translated by Cyril W. Beaumont; with a 

preface by Peter Warlock. London: C. W. Beaumont, 1925. 174p. 
Bookplate of Peter Warlock. 
Half calf. 

2. Morris, R. O. Contrapuntal Technique in the Sixteenth Century. Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1922. xi, 49p. 
Bookplate of Peter Warlock. 

II. Ex Libris Constant Lambert
3. Aragon, Louis. Le Crève-coeur. London: Horizon–La France Libre, 1942. xiii, 

52p. 
Half title: ‘To Constant, For your birthday with love from Margot’.

4.  
Bowra C. M. The Heritage of Symbolism. London: Macmillan, 1943. (1st edn). 
ix, 232p. 
Flyleaf: ‘To Constant, with love from Margot. Oct. 17th 1943’.

5.  
Calvocoressi, M. D. Masters of Russian Music. London: Duckworth, 1936. (1st 
edn). 511p. 
Flyleaf: ‘Constant Lambert’.

6.  
De Hevesy, André. Liszt; ou le roi Lear de la musique. Paris: Firmin-Didot, 1936. 
250p. 
Half-title: ‘À Monsieur Constant Lambert hommage 
de l’auteur André de Hevesy’. Paperback.

7.  
de Törne, Bengt. Sibelius: A Close-Up. London: Faber and Faber, 1937. 117p. 
Review copy containing compliment slip from the 
publishers, presumably sent to Constant Lambert.
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18.  
Li-Po. The Works of Li-Po the Chinese Poet; done into English verse by 
Shigeyoshi Obata. London: J. M. Dent, 1923. xviii, 236p. 
Half-title: ‘Constant Lambert’.

19.  
Mallarmé, Stéphane. Poems; trans. Roger Fry; commentaries [by] Charles 
Mauron. London: Chatto & Windus, 1938. xii, 308p. 
Half-title: ‘To Constant, with much love from Margot’.

20.  
The Mirfield Mission Hymn-Book. New edn (revised) with supplement. Mirfield: 
Community of the Resurrection, [1936]. 
Flyleaf: ‘Constant from Tom, Christmas ’39, Bradwell-juxta-Mare’ [Essex].

21.  
Newman, Ernest. The Man Liszt. London: Cassell, 1934. (1st edn). xxii, 313p. 
Flyleaf: ‘CL’ (monogram).

22.  
Prévost, André. Manon Lescaut. Paris: Éditions de Cluny, 1938. 205p. 
Flyleaf: ‘To Constant love from Ahi [Aki??]’. 1947. [Motion, The 
Lamberts: p. 237: ‘a young Japanese soprano … on the way to Ischia’.]

23.  
Schneider, Max F. Arnold Böcklin: Ein Maler aus der Geiste der Musik. Basel: 
Holbein-Verlag, 1943. 77, [3]p. 
Flyleaf: ‘Constant from Gerald [Kersh??] April  [?]46’. Annotated in 
various places with somewhat facetious comments in pencil.

24.  
Strindberg, Freda. Marriage with a Genius; edited by Frederic Whyte. London: 
Jonathan Cape, 1937; reissued 1940. 453p. 
Half-title: ‘To Constant, with all my love [cat 
symbol]’ [Margot Fonteyn’s hand].

25.  
Tolstoy, Leo. Anna Karenina. 2 vols. London: J. M. Dent, 1912; 1935 printing. 
x, 427p.; vi, 360p. 
Flyleaves of both volumes: ‘Amy B. Lambert. 42 Peel Street. London W.8.’ 
[Constant Lambert’s mother, with whom he lived for a time at this address.]

26.  
Warrack, Guy. Sherlock Holmes and Music. London: Faber and Faber, 1947. 
Flyleaf: ‘To Constant Lambert (Pres. Kensington Kitten & 
Neuter Cats Clubs [Incorp.]) From Guy Warrack 22/6/47’.

27.  
Yee Chiang. The Silent Traveller: a Chinese Artist in Lakeland. London: Country 
Life, 1937; 1942 printing. xiv, 67p. 
Flyleaf: ‘To Constant, with love from Margot [Fonteyn]. London 1942’.

8.  
Ekman, Karl. Jean Sibelius; foreword by Ernest Newman. London: Alan 
Wilmer, 1936. 
Inserted loose: overdue notice from the London Library addressed to 
Constant Lambert; 14 March 1949 (not, however, for this book).

9.  
Garnett, David. Pocahontas; or the Nonpareil of Virginia. London: Chatto & 
Windus, 1933. viii, 349p. 
Flyleaf: ‘Margot Fonteyn 1936’.

10.  
Goncharov, I. A. Oblomov; translated by Natalie Duddington. London: J. M. 
Dent, 1932. xiv, 517p. 
Flyleaf: ‘Constant Lambert’.

11.  
Gray, Cecil. Gilles de Rais: A Play; by Cecil Gray; with decorations by Michael 
Ayrton. London: Simpkin Marshall, 1941. 72p. 
[Limited edition of 250 copies; 200 for sale.] TP verso: [printed]: Of these 
200 copies this is Number... [Gray’s hand]: ‘out of series For Constant from 
Cecil.’ 
Upside down on verso of end flyleaf: List of phone 
nos. and addresses in biro (IR’s hand).

12.  
Gray, Cecil. Contingencies and Other Essays. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
1947. viii, 198p. 
Flyleaf: ‘For Constant from Cecil 30/viii/47’.

13.  
Harris, E. Spanish Painting. London: John Gifford, 1938. 32p., 96p. of plates. 
Flyleaf i: ‘To Constant, from Margot [Fonteyn]. Christmas 1938’.

14.  
Hill, Ralph. Liszt (Great Lives). London: Duckworth, 1936. 144p.

15.  
Holmes, Edward. The Life of Mozart. London: J. M. Dent, n.d. 303p. 
p. iii: ‘Constant Lambert. March 16th 1914’.

16.  
Kersh, Gerald. Neither Man Nor Dog: Short Stories. London: Heinemann, 1946 
(1st edn). vi, 202p. 
Flyleaf: ‘Constant regards Kersh[y?]’

17.  
Lewis, Wyndham. The Diabolical Principle and the Dithyrambic Spectator. 
London: Chatto & Windus, 1931 (1st edn). xiv, 242p. 
Flyleaf  ii: ‘To Constant Lambert from Wyndham Lewis April 17th 1931’.
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39.  
Beethoven, Ludwig van. Beethoven: Letters, Journals and Conversations; 
translated and edited by Michael Hamburger. New York: Anchor Books, 
1960. xxviii, 290p. 
Half-title: comment in biro: ‘[???] turned down Eich translation.’ 
Paperback.

40.  
Beethoven, Ludwig van. Beethoven: The Man and the Artist Revealed in His Own 
Words; compiled and annotated by Friedrich Kerst. London: Geoffrey Bles, 
1926. 110p.

41.  
Belloc, Hilaire. The Path to Rome. Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1958. xi, 243p. 

42.  
Benn, Gottfried. Gedichte [collected works, vol. IV]. Wiesbaden: Limes 
Verlag, 1960. 632p. 
Various poems bookmarked with strips of brown paper.

43.  
Blake, William. The Portable Blake; selected and arranged with an 
introduction by Alfred Kazin. New York: Viking Press, 1946. xii, 713p. 
Flyleaf: ‘660/7H p. 225’ in pencil.

44.  
Bligh, Eric. Tooting Corner: A Book of Reminiscences. London: Secker & Warburg, 
1946 (2nd edn). 336p.

45.  
Bolitho, Hector. The Glorious Oyster: Its History, in Rome and Britain; What 
Various Writers and Poets Have Said in Its Praise. London: Sidgwick & Jackson, 
1960. 174p.

46.  
Boswell, James. The Life of Samuel Johnson, LL.D. Volume I. London: Dent, 
1906; 1938 printing. xx, 638p. 
Flyleaf:  musical notation in pencil.

47.  
Boulez, Pierre. Penser la musique aujourd’hui.  Mayence: Gonthier, 1963. 174p. 
Paperback.

48.  
Brooke, Rupert. The Collected Poems of Rupert Brooke: With a Memoir. 
London: Sidgwick & Jackson, 1918; 1929 printing. clviii, 162p. 

49.  
Buchheim, C. A. (ed.) Balladen und Romanzen. London: Macmillan, 1891; 1921 
printing. xxxvi, 318p. 

III. Ex Libris Alan or Isabel Rawsthorne, or Constant Lambert
28.  

Abraham, Gerald. Studies in Russian Music. London: William Reeves, n.d. [x], 
355p.

29.  
Alexander’s Selection of Minstrel Airs for the Voice or Flute. 2nd edn. London: J. 
Alexander, n.d. 72p.[?].

30.  
Alvarez, A. (ed.) The New Poetry: An Anthology; selected and edited by A. 
Alvarez. Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1962; 1963 printing. 191p. 
Paperback.

31.  
Ardern, John. Armstrong’s Last Goodnight. London: Methuen, 1965. 122p. 
Paperback.

32.  
Arnold, Christopher. The Wedded Life. London: Secker & Warburg, 1957. 
234p.

33.  
Aubrey, John. Aubrey’s Brief Lives; edited … by Oliver Lawson Dick. London: 
Secker & Warburg, 1950. cxiv, 419p. 
Flyleaf: ‘A. Rawsthorne’.

34.  
Auden, W. H. Nones. London: Faber and Faber, 1952 (1st edn). 72p.

35.  
Auden, W. H. (ed.) Poets of the English Language; edited by W. H. Auden and 
Norman Holmes Pearson. London: Heron Books, by arrangement with Eyre 
& Spottiswoode, n.d. 5 vols.

36.  
Auden, W. H. The Poet’s Tongue; edited by W. H. Auden and John 
Garrett. London: G. Bell, 1935; 1937 printing. xxxiv, 207p., 222p. 
Flyleaf: ‘14 (Bestiar) 19 66 (Part II) Bestiar p. 142 (Clare) I p. 91 No. 58’ (AR’s 
hand?).

37.  
Bacharach, A. L. Lives of the Great Composers; edited by A. L. Bacharach; 
with an introduction by H. C. Colles. London: Gollancz, 1935. 658p. 
Chart at end.

38.  
Baudelaire, Charles. Les fleurs du mal; texte établi et présenté par Edouard 
Maynial [copy 261 of 500]. Paris: Éditions Fernand Roches, 1929. xxxi; 318p.
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61.  
Day-Lewis, C. Overtures to Death and Other Poems. London: Jonathan Cape, 
1938; 1939 printing. 62p. 
Flyleaf: ‘Alan Rawsthorne. / from M. May 2nd, 1943’.

62.  
Debussy, Claude. Monsieur Croche the Dilettante Hater. London: Noel Douglas, 
1927 (1st edn). viii, 171p. 
Flyleaf: ‘Rawsthorne 5/32’.

63.  
Demuth, Norman. An Anthology of Musical Criticism; compiled by 
Norman Demuth. London: Eyre & Spottiswoode, 1947. xxvii, 397p. 
Compliment slip from publisher inserted at front. Some of the criticism is by 
Constant Lambert – perhaps his copy.

64.  
Dent, Edward J. Handel (Great Lives). London: Duckworth, 1934. 142p. 
Inserted: slip from the publisher indicating that this is a review copy.

65.  
Dickens, Charles. A Tale of Two Cities; with an introduction by 
Mrs F. S. Boas and sixteen illustrations by ‘Phiz’. London: Oxford 
University Press (The World’s Classics 35), n.d. xxxv, 424p.

66.  
Dickens, Charles. Little Dorrit; with fifty-eight illustrations by J. Mahoney 
(Household Edition). London: Chapman and Hall, n.d. vi, 423p. 
Bookplate: Ex libris Alderman John Brown, J.P. Hull. Dispersed Nov. 11th 
1925.

67.  
Dickens, Charles. Pan Pickwick [Czech translation of The Pickwick Papers]. 
Prague: Statni nakladatelstvi detske knihy, 1956. 487p. 
Flyleaf: For dear Alan for his collection of polyglottal-stopping logopoeics 
on his 91st birthday (in intergalactic overdrive intersplit along the generated 
space/time fracture) with unending (elliptical) devotion from Randall, 
Geraldine, Dan. May 1st/2nd 1996 (or 1967 whichever vintage you prefer). 
Under this: musical quotation from the Internationale (in red biro).

68.  
Dickens, Charles. Pictures from Italy; American Notes. London: Routledge, 1892. 
vii, 437p. 

69.  
Earle, Giles. Giles Earle His Booke; edited by Peter Warlock 
[numbered copy 12]. London: Houghton, 1932. 144p.

70.  
An Eighteenth-Century Anthology; with an introduction by Alfred Austin. 
London: Blackie, n.d. xxxvi, 328p. 
‘Alan Rawsthorne. Christmas 1921’. 

50.  
Burney, Charles. Music, Men, and Manners in France and Italy 1770; edited with 
an introduction by H. Edmond Poole. London: Folio Society, 1969, xxix, 
245p. 
Flyleaf: ‘A Happy Birthday – happy as possible – Love from Jimmy [Jinny??]’.

51.  
Busoni, Ferruccio. Letters to His Wife; translated by Rosamond Ley. London: 
Edward Arnold, 1938 (1st edn) 319p. 
Flyleaf: ‘Alan Rawsthorne’. Half-title: ‘Addie – from J. 2nd May 1938’. 
Loose at back of book: letter from Patrick Hadley, 25 October 1943, 
commiserating with Rawsthorne on the death of his father.

52.  
Busoni, Ferruccio. The Essence of Music; and Other Papers; translated 
from the German by Rosamond Ley. London: Rockliff, 1957.

53.  
Chamson, André. La neige et la fleur. Paris: [Gallimard?], [1951]. 356p.

54.  
Chaucer, Geoffrey. The Complete Works of Geoffrey Chaucer; edited from 
numerous manuscripts by Walter W. Skeat. London: Oxford University Press, 
1912; 1962 printing. xxiv, 149p. 

55.  
Coleridge, Samuel Taylor. Select Poetry and Prose; edited by Stephen Potter. 
London: Nonesuch Press, 1933 . 
Flyleaf: ‘Alan, from J. Chew Magna. 1940’.

56.  
Colles, H. C. The Oxford History of Music. Vol. VII: Symphony and Drama, 
1850–1900. London: Oxford University Press (Humphrey Milford), 1934. xi, 
504p.

57.  
Comfort, Alex. Come out to Play. London: Eyre & Spottiswoode, 1961. 221p. 

58.  
Copland, Aaron. Music and Imagination. London: Oxford University Press 
(Geoffrey Cumberlege), 1952. ix, 116p.

59.  
Crevel, René. La mort difficile. Paris: Simon Kra, 1926. 200p.  
Flyleaf: ‘8.T’. Paperback.

60.  
Day-Lewis, C. Collected Poems 1929–1933. London: Hogarth Press, 1935; 1938 
printing. 156p. 
Flyleaf: ‘Alan Rawsthorne. Chew Magna 15.1.41. From J’. [See also no. 136].
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82.  
Goldbeck, Frederick. The Perfect Conductor: An Introduction to His Skill and 
Art for Musicans and Music-Lovers. London: Denis Dobson, 1960. 187p. 

83.  
Gray, Cecil. Musical Chairs; or Between Two Stools: Being the Life and 
Memoirs of Cecil Gray. London: Home & Van Thal, 1948. 324p.

84.  
Gray, Cecil. The History of Music. London: Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner, 1928; 
1942 printing. viii, 284p.

85.  
Greene, Graham. England Made Me. London: Pan, 1954. 189p. 

86.  
Greene, Graham. The Heart of the Matter. London: Heinemann, 1948 (1st 
edn). vi, 297p. 
Flyleaf: Joan Rayner.

87.  
Harman, Alec. Mediaeval and Early Renaissance Music (up to c. 1525). 
(Man and His Music). London: Rockliff, 1958 (1st edn).  xii, 268p.

88.  
Harrap Ltd. Harrap’s Concise French and English Dictionary; abridged 
by R. P. Jago. London: Harrap, 1949; 1964 printing. viii, 804p.

89.  
Heard, Gerald. The Creed of Christ: An Interpretation of the Lord’s Prayer. 
London: Cassell, 1941 (2nd edn). vii, 189p. 
‘To Alan from Kate Remembering the lovely Symphonic 
Variations at Cambridge & Bedford’.

90.  
Hoerée, Arthur. Albert Roussel. Paris: Éditions Rieder, 1938. 145p. 
Half-title verso: ‘A Monsieur [??], Hommage de l’auteur, Arthur Hoerée’. 

91.  
Hooreman, Paul. Musiciens à travers les temps. n.p.: Fernand Nathan, 1952[?]. 
64p. 

92.  
Hopkins, Gerard Manley. Poems of Gerard Manley Hopkins; edited with notes 
by Robert Bridges. (Oxford Bookshelf). London: Oxford University Press, 
1930; 1943 printing. xx, 159p. 
Flyleaf: ‘G. Gabites’. 

71.  
Eliot, T. S. The Waste Land and Other Poems. London: Faber and Faber, 1940; 
1956 printing. 79p. 
Flyleaf: ‘2/-’. End flyleaf: ‘Focus on Elliott [sic] 
B. Rajan Invisible Poet’ (IR’s hand?).

72.  
Epsilon (pseud.) Sir John Piers. Mullingar: The Westmeath Chronicle, [n.d.]. 
10p. 
Proofreading corrections in ink, pp. 5, 7, 10.

73.  
Forsyth, Cecil. Orchestration. 2nd edn. London: Macmillan; Stainer and Bell, 
1935. [xii], 530p. 
Flyleaf: ‘A.R. … Chew Magna? Bedford. 2.12.41. From J.R.’

74.  
Fry, Christopher. A Phoenix Too Frequent. London: Oxford University Press 
(Geoffrey Cumberlege), 1949. Orig. pub. Hollis & Carter, 1946. 70p. 

75.  
Gascoyne, David. Collected Poems. London: Oxford University Press in assoc. 
with André Deutsch, 1965. xviii, 163p.

76.  
Gawsworth, John. The Collected Poems of John Gawsworth. 
London: Sidgwick & Jackson, 1948 (1st edn). xvi, 143p.

77.  
Gay, John. The Beggar’s Opera. Written by Mr. Gay. To which is 
Prefixed the Musick to each Song. [Text of the 1765 edn with modern 
numbering of scenes]. London: Heinemann, 1921. xviii, 93p.

78.  
Geiringer, Karl. Haydn: A Creative Life in Music; in collaboration with Irene 
Geiringer. London: George Allen & Unwin, 1964 (2nd edn). viii, 430p.

79.  
Gibbs-Smith, C. H. Ballooning. London: Penguin, 1948. 40p., 32p. of plates. 
Flyleaf: For Alan / for ballooning to many / shores, with love / Marion / 
25.1.52.

80.  
Giraudoux, Jean. Siegfried et le limousin: Roman. Paris: Grasset, 1928. 299p.

81.  
Gogol, Nikolai. Dead Souls; translated from the Russian by George 
Reavey; with an introduction by Sir Maurice Bowra (The World’s 
Classics). London: Oxford University Press, 1957. x, 464p. 
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105.  
Kipling, Rudyard. Letters of Travel (1892–1913). London: Macmillan, 1920. vi, 
284p. 
Flyleaf: ‘Alan Rawsthorne’. 

106.  
Kipling, Rudyard. Traffics and Discoveries. 2 vols. London: Macmillan, 1915 
(Service Edition). vii, 253p; vii, 217p. 
Rear endpaper of vol. I: ‘B/R 8/53’. 

107.  
Lambert, Constant. Music Ho! 3rd edn; with introduction by Arthur Hutchings. 
London: Faber and Faber, 1966. 288p.

108.  
Lambert, Constant. Music Ho! Harmondsworth: Penguin (Pelican), 1948. 
251p.

109.  
Lauterbach, C. A Picture Postcard Album: A Mirror of the Times; lovingly 
collected by C. Lauterbach and A. Jakovsky, with an essay by A. Jakovsky. 
London: Thames & Hudson, 1961. Unpaged. 
Flyleaf verso: ‘For Alan with love from Jemmy. Christmas 1965’.

110.  
Lear, Edward. Edward Lear’s Nonsense Omnibus; with introduction by Sir E. 
Strachey, Bart. London: Frederick Warne, 1943. Unpaged. 
Flyleaf: ‘Jon [?] from / Goosy / Moosy / Boosey / Goosey / Waddly 
woosy / Siddley – Diddley / see page 421 / with apologies to E. L.

111.  
Lee, Laurie. Cider with Rosie. London: Hogarth Press, 1959 [reprint, 
also of 1959]. 280p. Flyleaf, top right (pencil) ‘18/-’ (i.e. 18 shillings).

112.  
Lockspeiser, Edward. Debussy (Master Musicians). London: J. M. Dent, 1936. 
xi, 292p.

113.  
Lucas, F. L. The Decline and Fall of the Romantic Ideal. Cambridge University 
Press, 1936. x, 280p. 

114.  
Manning, Hugo. Beyond the Terminus of the Stars (Limited edition; 118/300). 
London: Phoenix Press, 1949. 26p. 

93.  
Howes, Frank. The Music of William Walton, vol. I. (The Musical Pilgrim).  
London: Oxford University Press (Geoffrey Cumberlege), 1947. (2nd edn). 
76p. [2 copies].

94.  
Howes, Frank. The Music of William Walton, vol. II. (The Musical Pilgrim).  
London: Oxford University Press (Geoffrey Cumberlege), 1943; 1947 printing. 
75p. 

95.  
Hugo Ltd. Hugo’s Pocket Dictionary: Italian–English and English–Italian.  London: 
Hugo, n.d. xvi, 624p.

96.  
Hutchings, Arthur. Delius. London: Macmillan, 1948. ix, 193p.

97.  
Huysmans, J.-K. Là-Bas. Paris: Plon, [1891?]. 307p. 

98.  
Innes, Michael. The Weight of the Evidence. London: Gollancz, 1944; 1947 
printing. 168p. 

99.  
Irwin, Margaret. Elizabeth: Captive Princess. London: Chatto & Windus, 1948. 
256p.

100.  
Jacob, Gordon. The Composer and His Art. London: Oxford University Press 
(Geoffrey Cumberlege), 1955. vi, 121p.

101.  
James, William. William James on Psychical Research; compiled and edited by 
Gardner Murphy and Robert O. Ballou. London: Chatto & Windus, 1961. 
viii, 339p. 

102.  
Kafka, Franz. The Trial; translated from the German by Edwin and Willa Muir. 
London: Secker & Warburg, 1945; 1947 printing. 200p. 

103.  
The Kama Sutra of Vatsyayana; trans. Richard Burton and F. F. 
Arbuthnot; and the Phaedrus of Plato; trans. Benjamin Jowett; ed. 
Kenneth Walker. London: Kimber Pocket Editions, 1963. 255p.

104. 
Keats, John. Letters of John Keats to Fanny Brawne … with introduction and 
notes by Harry Buxton Forman. London: Reeves & Turner, 1878. lxvii, 128p. 
Flyleaf: ‘for dearest Mother with Harry’s love 1 Feby. 1878’.
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128.  
Orwell, George. The Collected Essays, Journalism and Letters of George Orwell. 
Volume IV: In Front of Your Nose, 1945–1950, ed. Sonia Orwell; Ian Angus. 
London: Secker & Warburg, 1968. xvii, 555p. 436 35015 7 

129.  
Orwell, George. Shooting an Elephant and Other Essays. London: Secker & 
Warburg, 1950 (1st edn). viii, 212p.

130.  
Parrish, Carl. A Treasury of Early Music: An Anthology of Masterworks of the Middle 
Ages, the Renaissance, and the Baroque Era. London: Faber and Faber, 1959. xii, 
331p.

131.  
Perrault, Charles. Contes de fées / Charles Perrault, Madame D’Aulnoy. 
Bibliothèque Précieuse. Paris: Librairie Gründ, n.d. 247p. 
Paperback.

132.  
Petronius [T. Petronius Arbiter] The Satyricon of T. Petronius Arbiter; Burnaby’s 
translation, 1694; with an introduction by C. K. Scott Moncrieff. London: 
Remainder Centre, n.d. xvi, 227p. 
p. 71, etc. – blue pencil markings relating to the 
incidental music to Trimalchio’s Feast. 

133.  
Poe, Edgar Allan. Edgar Allan Poe; selected and edited with an introduction and 
notes by Philip Van Doren Stern (Viking Portable Library). New York: Viking 
Press, 1945; 1960 printing. xxxviii, 664p. 

134.  
Polyphonie. Polyphonie: Revue musicale trimestrielle: Inventaire des techniques 
redactionnelles. Paris: Richard-Masse, 1954. 142p.

135.  
Potts, Paul. To Keep a Promise. London: MacGibbon & Kee, 1970. 0261631691.  
Title page: ‘Paul. For Alan Rawsthorne. If kindness was salt water you’d be the 
Atlantic Ocean 20.7.70’.

136.  
Pryce-Jones, Alan. Beethoven (Great Lives). London: Duckworth, 1933. 140p.

137.  
Quiller-Couch, Sir Arthur (ed.). The Oxford Book of English Verse 1250–1918. 
New edn. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1939. xxviii, 1172p. 
Flyleaf: ‘Alan Rawsthorne / Chew Magna / 15.1.41 / from J.’ [See also no. 
60]. 
Sellotaped in at end of volume: copy of ‘A Triple 
Roundel’ by Chaucer, in Rawsthorne’s hand.

115.  
Marshall, Bruce. George Brown’s Schooldays. London: Constable, 1946. 224p. 

116.  
Melville, Herman. Moby-Dick or the Whale. London: Oxford University Press 
(Humphrey Milford), n.d. (World’s Classics, 225). xii, 675p. 
School First Form and Latin prize, awarded to W. L. Nicholas. 
Summer term 1939. St Paul’s Preparatory School, London.

117.  
Mies, Paul. Beethoven’s Sketches: An Analysis of His Style Based on a Study of His 
Sketch-Books; translated by Doris L. MacKinnon. London: Oxford University 
Press (Humphrey Milford), 1929. 198p.

118.  
Milton, John. The Poetical Works of John Milton; edited after the original texts 
by the Rev. H. C. Beeching. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1900. xvi, 554p. 
Half-title: ‘F. G. Blandford 8 Feb. 1908’. Inside front board: ‘Francis G. 
Blandford 8 Feb. 1908’ 

119.  
Mitford, Nancy. The Blessing. London: Hamish Hamilton, 1951. 270p. 

120.  
Montaigne. Essais; texte établi et annoté par Albert Thibaudet. Paris: Gallimard, 
1950. (Bibliotheque de la Pleaide, 4). 

121.  
More, Sir Thomas. Utopia. London: Dent, 1910; 1935 printing. (Everyman’s 
Library). xxxvii, 359p. 

122.  
Music: A Simple Introduction to the Theory and History of Music …; Advisory 
Editors Sir Adrian Boult, Julian Herbage. London: Odhams, n.d. 384p. 
Article ‘How the Composer Works’ by Alan Rawsthorne: pp. 331–51.

123.  
Myers, Rollo H. Erik Satie. London: Dennis Dobson, 1948. 150p.

124.  
Nesbit, E. The Story of the Amulet. Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1959. 281p. 

125.  
Nettel, Reginald. The Orchestra in England: A Social History. London: Jonathan 
Cape, 1946; 1948 printing. 296p. 

126.  
Obey, André. Noah: A Play in Five Scenes; English text by Arthur Wilmurt; 
with an introduction by Michel Saint-Denis. London: Heinemann, 1949; 1955 
printing. xiii, 55p. 

127.  
O’Connor, Philip. The Lower View. London: Faber and Faber, 1960. 220p. 
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148.  
Shaw, George Bernard. London Music in 1888–89 as Heard by Corno 
di Bassetto (Later Known as George Bernard Shaw) with Some Further 
Autobiographical Particulars. London: Constable, 1937. 420p.

149.  
Shelley, Percy Bysshe. Selected Poems. London: Collins, 1954. 639p.

150.  
Simon, Oliver. Introduction to Typography. Rev. edn. Harmondsworth: 
Penguin (Pelican) in association with Faber and Faber, 1954. ix, 117p.

151.  
Sitwell, Edith. Troy Park. London: Duckworth, 1925 (1st edn).  
Flyleaf: ‘Rawsthorne’. Loose half-sheet insert containing pencil note 
about ‘Strange Meeting’ by Wilfred Gibson [sic; recte Owen]. 

152.  
Sitwell, Osbert. The True Story of Dick Whittington: A Christmas Story for Cat-
Lovers. London: Home & Van Thal, 1945. 48p.

153.  
Sitwell, Sacheverell. Mozart. London: Peter Davies, 1932. 191p.

154.  
Smyth, Ethel. Beecham and Pharaoh. London: Chapman and Hall, 1935. viii, 
181p.

155.  
Somerset Maugham, W. Cakes and Ale (Collected edition). London: 
Heinemann, 1934. x, 270p. Flyleaf: ‘123’.

156.  
Sophocles. Electra and Other Plays; a new translation by E. F. Watling. 
Harmondsworth: Penguin (Penguin Classics), 1953. 218p.

157.  
Specht, Richard. Giacomo Puccini: The Man, His Life, His Work; translated 
by Catherine Alison Phillips. London: J. M. Dent, 1933. xvi, 256p.

158.  
Speirs, John. Medieval English Poetry: The Non-Chaucerian Tradition. London: 
Faber and Faber, 1957. 406p.

159.  
Steinberg. The Art of Living [cartoons]. New York: Harper, 1945; 1949 printing. 
Unpaged.

160.  
Stevenson, Robert Louis. The Works of Robert Louis Stevenson. Tusitala Edition. 
London: Heinemann; Chatto; Cassell; Longman, 1924. 40 vols. Vols. 2, 3 
(2 copies) 4–6; 8, 9 (2 copies), 10–14; 16, 18, 19, 21, 24, 27; 30–35 only.

138.  
 R. V. W. Trust Fund. The R. V. W. Trust Fund: Memorandum upon Its 
Formation, Objects and Wishes of Its Founder. London: The Fund, 1966. 12p. 
Paperback pamphlet.

139.  
Remarque, Erich Maria. All Quiet on the Western Front; trans. A. W. Wheen. 
Cheap edn. London: G. P. Putnam’s Sons, 1930; 1933 printing. 320p.

140.  
Roberts, Michael. The Faber Book of Comic Verse; compiled by Michael 
Roberts. London: Faber and Faber, 1942; 1951 printing. 388p. 

141.  
Rufer, Josef. Composition with Twelve Notes Related Only to One Another; 
translated by Humphrey Searle. London: Barrie and Rockliff, 1954; 1961 
printing. xiv, 218p. 
Flyleaf verso: ‘p. 85’. [Page 85 has scrap-paper bookmark 
and a passage of the text marked in pencil]. 

142.  
Russell, Bertrand. Has Man a Future? Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1961. 128p. 
Paperback.

143.  
Russell, Bertrand. Nightmares of Eminent Persons and Other Stories. 
Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1962. 174p. 
Inserted (loose) page from Observer Magazine 1 April 1979, about 
Christopher Wood, showing his portrait of Constant Lambert. 
Paperback.

144.  
Russell, Leonard. The Saturday Book: Sixth Year; edited by Leonard Russell; 
with illustrations by Laurence Scarfe. London: Hutchinson, [1946]. 288p. 
Half title: ‘Alan. Xmas 1946. From J. with her love’.

145.  
Schuller, Gunther. Horn Technique. London: Oxford University Press, 1962. 
x, 118p. 
Paperback.

146.  
Searle, Humphrey. Twentieth Century Counterpoint: A Guide for Students. London: 
Ernest Benn, 1954; 1955 printing. ix, 158p.

147.  
Shaw, George Bernard. The Adventures of the Black Girl in Her Search for God. 
London: Constable, 1932; 5th reprinting. 75p. 
Flyleaf: ‘J. Von ihrem A. 25.xii.32’.
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172.  
Vasari, Giorgio. Lives of the Painters, Sculptors and Architects. Volume I. 
London: Dent, 1927 (Everyman’s Library). xvi, 364p. 
Flyleaf: ‘Harold W. Griffin’ [?].

173.  
Vaughan Williams, Ralph. Some Thoughts on Beethoven’s Choral 
Symphony with Writings on Other Musical Subjects. London: Oxford 
University Press (Geoffrey Cumberlege), 1953. [viii], 172p.

174.  
War Poetry from Occupied Holland; [trans E. Prins and C. M. MacInnes]. Bristol[?]: 
[n.p.], 1945. 32p.

175.  
Weingartner, Felix. The Symphony Writers Since Beethoven; [trans.] from the 
German by Arthur Bles. London: W. Reeves, n.d. 
Flyleaf: ‘A. Rawsthorne’.

176.  
Wells, H. G. Selected Short Stories. Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1958; 1968 
printing. 352p. 
Paperback.

177.  
Westrup, J. A. Purcell. London: Dent, 1937. xi, 323p. 

178.  
Wilde, Oscar. The Works of Oscar Wilde; edited, with an introduction, 
by G. F. Maine London: Collins, 1948; 1961 printing. 1120p.

179.  
Woolley, Leonard. A Forgotten Kingdom. Harmondsworth: Penguin (Pelican), 
1953. 200p.

180.  
Wotton , Tom S. Hector Berlioz. London: Oxford University Press (Humphrey 
Milford), 1935 (1st edn). x, 224p. 
Flyleaf, in pencil (AR’s hand??): ‘14. 2. 35’.

181.  
Yeats, W. B. Essays. London: Macmillan, 1924 (1st edn). xiii, 538p. 
Flyleaf: ‘Alan, from Bubbley [Barbara Rawsthorne]. Christmas 1925’.

182.  
Yeats, W. B. Four Plays for Dancers. London: Macmillan, 1921. xi, 138p. 
Flyleaf: ‘Alan Rawsthorne. From Bubbley [Barbara 
Rawsthorne]. May 2nd 1925’.

161.  
Stravinsky, Igor. Memories and Commentaries; [by] Igor Stravinsky and Robert 
Craft. London: Faber and Faber, 1960. 183p. 
Inserted loose sheet: ‘Love, John. Or as Mrs Wyatt says – “Enjoy, enjoy!”’

162.  
Swift, Jonathan. The Works of Dr. Jonathan Swift, Dean of St. Patrick’s, Dublin. 
Edinburgh: A. Donaldson, 1768. 13 vols. 
Vols. 2, 4, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13 only. 
Ink stamp inside covers and on flyleaves: ‘Thomas Usborne Writtle [Essex]’.

163.  
Teilhard de Chardin, Pierre. The Phenomenon of Man; introduction by 
Sir Julian Huxley. London: Collins, 1959; 1961 printing. 320p.

164.  
Tey, Josephine. The Daughter of Time. London: Peter Davies, 1951; 1953 
printing. 222p.

165.  
The Dandies’ Ball; or, High Life in the City; embellished with sixteen 
coloured engravings. Manchester: Sherratt and Hughes, 1902. Unpaged.

166.  
Thurber, James. The Beast in Me; and Other Animals. Harmondsworth: 
Penguin, 1961. 318p. 
Paperback.

167.  
Tovey, Donald Francis. Essays in Musical Analysis: Chamber Music. London: 
Oxford University Press, 1944. viii, 217p. 
Flyleaf; ‘Alan Rawsthorne. 21.11.44. From J.R’.

168.  
Trollope, Anthony. The Last Chronicle of Barset. London: Oxford 
University Press, 1951. (The World’s Classics, 398). viii, 452p.

169. 
Trollope, Anthony. Phineas Finn: The Irish Member. London: Oxford 
University Press, 1951. (The World’s Classics, 447).  x, 439p.

170.  
Trollope, Anthony. The Way We Live Now. London: Oxford University Press 
(Geoffrey Cumberlege), 1951. (The World’s Classics).  
Flyleaf: ‘(R)!’

171.  
Valtin, Jan. Out of the Night. London: Heinemann, 1941. vi, 658p.
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193.  
Bataille, Georges. L’Alleluiah: Catéchisme de Dianua. Paris: K éditeur, 1947. 
Half title: à Isabelle / fortes voiles dehors [?] / [indecipherable – GB ?]

194.  
Baudelaire, Charles. Oeuvres [vol. I?] (Bibliotheque de la Pléiade, 1). Paris: 
Gallimard, 1934; 1944 reprint. 665p. 
Flyleaf: ‘A Isabel 8/6/50 Fleur hypocrite! Fleur du silence! CL (p.d.n.p.f.s.)’.

195.  
Berlioz, Hector. Berlioz: Mémoires; Chronologie et introduction par Pierre 
Citron (2 vols.). Paris: Garnier-Flammarion, [1969]. 307p.; 380p. 
Half title (both vols.): ‘Lambert’. Vol II: pencil 
notes at end, relating to various pages.

196.  
Bloch, Raymond. L’Art étrusque. Paris: Éditions Braun, 1956. [ii], 60p.

197.  
Capart, Jean. The Tomb of Tutankhamen; translated from the French by 
Warren R. Dawson. London: Allen & Unwin, 1923. 93p. 
Flyleaf: ‘Presented to the reference library / of Isabel Lambert 
/ by / Frank Otto / 1949 / [Photo. Facing p. 33]’.

198.  
Chéronnet, Louis. Petit musée de la curiosité photographique. 
Paris [?]: Éditions Tel, 1945. Unpaginated. 

199.  
Clerc, Philippe. Nocera: poèmes; preface d’Henri Thomas. Paris: Gallimard, 
1979. 139p.

200.   
De Foville, Jean. Pisanello et les médailleurs italiens. Paris: Henri Laurens, n.d. 
128p.

201.  
Deakin, John. The Salvage of a Photographer: An Exhibition Held in the Photo 
Gallery of the Henry Cole Wing from 26 September 1984 to 20 January 
1985. London: Victoria and Albert Museum, 1985. 47p. 0 905209 87 7.

202.  
Degas, Pierre. Les Sculptures inédites de Degas: Choix de cires originales; présentées 
par Pierre Borel. Geneva: Pierre Cailler, 1949. 13p. + many pp. of plates. 
Half title: ‘To Isabel. / Roy / 26th May 1971’. 

203.  
Delmer, Sefton. Black Boomerang: An Autobiography, Volume Two. London: 
Secker & Warburg, 1962. 320p. 
Flyleaf: ‘For Horribelle / this cautionary tale / – despite her failure / 
to acknowledge the first / volume with so much as / ONE WORD of 
criticism / or appreciation – – – / [Delmer’s mark] / Christmas 1962’.

183.  
Yevtushenko, Yevgeny. A Precocious Autobiography; trans. Andrew R. 
MacAndrew. London: Collins and Harvill, 1963 (1st edn). 127p.

IV. Ex Libris Isabel Rawsthorne
184.  

54–64: Painting & Sculpture of a Decade; organized by the Calouste 
Gulbenkian Foundation at the Tate Gallery London, 22 April–
28 June 1964. London: The Foundation, 1964. 272p.

185.  
Bacon, Francis. Francis Bacon [exhibition catalogue]. Paris: Galeries 
nationales du Grand Palais 26 octobre 1971–10 janvier 1972. 
Paris: Centre National d’Art Contemporain, 1971. 139p.

186.  
Bacon, Francis. Francis Bacon: Peintures récentes; Préface de Jacques Dupin; 
Entretien de Francis Bacon avec David Sylvester (Repères: Cahiers d’Art 
Contemporain, no. 10). Paris: Galerie Maeght Lelong, [1984]. 36p.

187.  
Bacon, Francis. Francis Bacon: Peintures récentes; Préface de Jacques Dupin; 
Entretien de Francis Bacon avec David Sylvester (Repères: Cahiers 
d’Art Contemporain, no. 39). Paris: Galerie Lelong, [1987]. 44p.

188.  
Bacon, Francis. Francis Bacon: Recent Paintings: [Exhibition at] Marlborough-
Gerson Gallery 41 East 57th Street New York, November–December 
1968. New York: Marlborough-Gerson Gallery, 1968. 66p.

189.  
Bacon, Francis. Francis Bacon: Recent Paintings: [Exhibition at] 
Marlborough New London Gallery, 17/18 Old Bond Street London W1. 
July–August 1965. London: Marlborough Fine Art, 1965. Unpaged.

190.  
Bacon, Francis. Francis Bacon: Siegen ’67: Ausstellung im Oberen 
Schloss 28. Juni bis 23. Juli anlässlich der III. Verleihung des 
Rubens-Preises der Stadt Siegen 1967. Siegen: n.p., 1967. 35p.

191.  
Balthus [Balthasar Klossowski de Rola]. Balthus: [Exposition] 
Musée des Arts Décoratifs 12 Mai – 27 Juin 1966. Paris: 
Union Centrale des Arts Décoratifs, 1966. 61p.

192.  
Barrie, J. M. Mary Rose: A Play in Three Acts. (The Plays of J. M. Barrie). 
London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1924. iv, 139p. Flyleaf: Barbara 
Rawsthorne / and now / Isabel Rawsthorne [Barbara Rawsthorne’s hand].
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